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' B ^ B A N D
Deputation Wpito Upon City Council 
To Urge' Generous Measure Of 
Civiii Assistance
Kelowna, British Columbia. Thursday. September 27th, L923
,V
There was a full attcmlancc of 
members at the regular fortnightly 
meeting of the Council on Monday 
night.
The volume of business awaiting
transaction was small, and one of the
principal matters was laid bcfofc the 
Council by a deputation consisting of 
Messrs. E. R. Dailey and W. M. Craw­
ford, who appeared in support of a re­
quest that aid* be given to the re-esr 
tabh’shment of.a brass band.
Mr. Crawford explained that, as the 
result ' of the visit -, of the Pentitton 
Elks' Bpnd on Sunday and the^ ex­
cellent programme they had iprpvided 
in the Park, a number of citizens' had 
discussed the possibility of re-estab­
lishing a brass band in Kelowna, and 
Mr. Bailey and he had been deputed 
to; wait’ upon the Council in order 
to  ascertain what measure of mutiici- 
pal, assistance might be forthcoming. 
He understood that a number of in- 
atruments would be required in addi­
tion to any that might be on hand,
‘ and he suggested that tile Council 
might give dollar for dollar to supple­
ment any sum that might be raised 
by canvass of the: citizens. He felt 
confident that he could raise $500 
■ without much trouble. The lack of a 
goqd band was a great drawback to 
the towuj: :especially in view o f  the 
 ̂increasing tourist traffic and the desir­
ability of providing some entertain- 
. metit for visitors. Band concerts in 
the Park would be a great attraction 
'[■ dlufing the season, and would be en­
joyed by the citizens generally as welK 
as tourists. I t would cost some money,
. as it would be necessary to have a 
' really good band leader, who would be 
paid a salary and would also be found 
a  permanent position, hence a liberal 
grant from ' the City; was essential.
The Mayor wanted to know why 
tise was not made of the band that 
was here. There had been a fairly 
good band in Kelowna, but bands from 
the outside had been brought in to 
fill engagements, which made it ap­
pear that local organizations were not 
very appreciative of the Kelowna 
Band. *The Council, in fact, had taken 
more interest in the Band than had the 
citiizens, and on half a dozen occasions 
had made grants in aid and had pur­
chased a complete set of instruments 
a t one time. From the lack of intierest 
shown by the public, there was no 
indication that they wanted a band, 
but if Mr. Crawford was in a position 
to show that the people were really 
interested in the matter, the Council 
would then be in a position to take 
action.
Most of the aldermen Expressed 
tliemsetves , as in favour of any rea­
sonable amount of assistance to a 
band. Aid. Knowles supported the 
stand taken by His Worship, Aid. 
Adams thoroughly agreed with the 
need of a good band as an attraction to 
tourists. Aid. Morrison thought that 
an organization should be formed in 
the first place by the citizens, and then 
they could come to i the Council with 
a concrete proposition. Aid. Meikle 
suggested that a permanent organiza­
tion, such as the Elks, might be asked 
to take hold of the running of a band.
The Mayor remarked that as late 
as last year the Council paid out $200 
as a grant to the existing City Band.
Mr. Crawford did not think value 
was received for the rnoney. .
Mr. Bailey said they did not ask 
for, any definite sum; they merely 
wished to be able to tell the citizens 
who had deputized them that the Coun­
cil would co-operate in the matter. 
He believed that in the past the trouble 
hadi been that their ideas were not 
large enough; they had not got enough 
money to secure a really first-class 
leader. There should be music in the 
Park at least twice a week during the 
rileason. It would be a great thing for 
'’ the town, and the money it would 
cost would be \vcll spent.
Careful consideration was promised 
by  the Council, and the deputation then 
withdrew.
Further discussion of the subject re­
sulted in reaching the conclusion that 
any action be deferred until a definite 
proposal is* submitted by a committee 
or organization.
Mr. E. W. Barton, Secretary of the 
Great War Veterans’ Association, 
wrote inviting the Council to attend the
(Continued on Pag^ 8)
nOCES ARE 
O T  DOWN
Associated Growers Claim That Sup­
port Given To Independent Shippers 
1 Is '|Thc Cause
(Received top late for last issue)
, Vernon, B.C., j
There stems to be' an unusual a- 
mount of bcssimism among'the, grow­
ers and others as to prices which; will 
>e received for the'crop this ; year. 
Pessimism, however, will not increase 
the prices but it may have a depress­
ing effect upon them. '
Mavketirig bur crop is just as much 
the problcni pf the growers as is the 
production of the, crop, and the grow­
ers are entitled to know what is going 
bn from day to day . in the markets in 
which their fruit is scfld. • '
The, two, factors to be , considered 
in riiarkcting arc the producer and the 
consumer, and, there is "a continuous 
warfare bcjri|g carried on between the 
producer and " the. donsumef by ’ the 
jobbers and retailers^ Their efforts at 
all times are to get the price up for 
the consumer and down for the pro- 
duceh , .
The Independent shippers furnish 
the means to>'destroy the prices of the 
producer and many still insist on sup­
plying the ammunition to carry on. the 
warfare in which they only will suf­
fer. All the other factors in the strug­
gle are protecting - themselves, taking 
advantage of conditions to make pro­
fit and are growing rich on the fool­
ishness of the selfish grower.-
If it is possible, imagine the World 
War being conducted as the growers 
of this Valley are (even in the face of 
the reverses suffered last year) car­
rying on their war to obtain - justice 
from the markets.
A large section organizes and, with 
officers of the best; selection possible, 
plans a campaign, then several small 
units of growers place themselves at 
the disposal of other officers to upset 
and destroy this carefully: planned 
campaign, and because of the plunder 
obtained by this Independent skirmish 
others are induced to try the same 
method of self-enrichment. Every one 
realizes that eventually the 'war, if 
continued in' this way, must anjong 
the growers themselves, with the job­
bers, retailers and consumers looking 
on and enjoying the spoils, but the 
individual, notwithstanding the exper­
ience of the past, seems to want to 
persist and the desire to help himself 
and his neighbour is stifled by this 
cultivated selfishness to help himself 
at the expense of his, neighbour.
We; are informed that today prices 
on our apples are being reduced- in 
consequence of quot itions made by 
Ihe Independent shippers who carry 
on jobbing business at several points, 
selling direct to the retailer at a very 
small margin, not. much above the 
cost at which the Associated apples 
are laid down at the ,same point. This 
makes, conditions with the trade very 
much against the interests of the grow­
ers, as jobbers at these points will do 
their utmost to, hammer down the 
price of the Associated or secure Am 
erican fruit to meet the competition.
Growers! -How long are you going 
to per^st in the destruction of your­
selves by refusing to stick together 
and work for your common good by 
united action?
ASSOCIATED GROWERS OF B.C. 
Ltd.
BLACK BEAR TACKLES
FIV E HUNDRED POUND SOW
On Tuesday afternoon at five o’clock 
a black bear caused lots of excitement 
at the Pioneer Ranch, the homestead of 
Mr. John Casorso. It was first noticed 
by Mrs. Victor Borrie in the feed lot 
some two hundred yards from the 
house. There it was engaged in the 
playful pastime of tearing the neck of a 
five hundred pound sow, which it was 
trying to eat alive.
Nothing daunted by this terrifying 
spectacle, Mrs. Borrie tackled the bear 
with a club and made it retire some 
distance where it lay down for a rest 
She then ran to the house for a rifle, 
but found that she did not.know how 
to put the cartridges into the barrel. 
However, by this, time her husband 
turned up and chased after the bear, 
which had wandered into some brush, 
and shot it. It weighed three hundred 
and fifty pounds dressed.'
$400,000 MELON FOR .
PREMIER SHAREHOLDERS
VANCOUVER, Sept. 27.—The fa 
mous Premier mine in Northern Brit 
ish Columbia has already yielded mill­
ions of dollars in dividends, and on 
Sept. 30th, another $400,000 will be dis­
tributed amongst the fortunate share­
holders. The announcement that it had 
been decided to pay a furjiher 8 per 
cent dividend was made yesterday by 




S. CONSIGNED FRUIT 
SUBJECT TO SPECIAL TAX
Minister Of Customs Takes Action 
DVent T 
Consigi
To Preve Dumping On 
Kliment
The subjoined letter shows tliat the 
Minister of Customs is alive to the 
necessity of protecting the Cangidiart 
fruit industry against undue competi­
tion from American fruit sent into Ca­
nada on consignment without sale 
prior to shipment, and the action taken 
should have beneficial results.
Ottawa, 11th Sept., 1923.
T. L. Gillespie; Esq.,
East Kelowna,, B. C.
Dear Sir, ,, , ^
On my return to Ottawa your letter 
of the 23rd ultimo With',copy of resolu­
tion passed at a meeting or the South 
Kelowna Branch of the British Col­
umbia Fruit Growers’ Association was 
placed before me.
I may say in reply that the Depart- 
nient had been keeping in close touch 
with fruit conditions in the  ̂United 
States, and in order to'deal with fruit 
shipped on consignment an Order-in- 
Council was passed authorizing the 
collection on f/u it; shipped on con­
signment, without sale prior- to shiij- 
ment, of the same special duty as if 
the fruit had been sold to an importer 
in, Canada. '
Collectors have been given instruc­
tions to require a deposit of IS per 
cent, ad valorem thereon, to be rnfide 
at the time of entry, to secure payment 





Hospital Ladies Aid Will Hold Tag 
Day
The regular monthly meeting of the 
Hospital Ladies Aid took place in the 
Board of Trade Hall on Monday af­
ternoon, Mrs. J. S. McKenzie acting 
as chairman and Mrs. E. L. Cross as 
secretary.
It was decided to hold the annual 
tag day on Thursday,-October 4th, the 
last day of the Fall Fair, as Has been 
the custom for a number of years.
During the course of the meeting 
Mrs. McKenzie informed the members 
that ■ good progress is being made on 
the building of the Nurses’, Home, 
which is being erected back of the Hos­
pital, on Strathcona Avenue, and that 
it is expected that it will be completed 
before the end of this year. The ladies 
have decided to make every effort to 
get this new home for the nursing staff 
properly furnished, and they point out 
that the furniture at present in use iii 
the temporary quarters is entirely in­
adequate. More bedroom furniture will
be needed, also a number of things of
all kinds so that the parlour of the new 
building can be made reasonably com­
fortable for the staiff, which now com­
prises one matron, four graduate nurses 
and twelve probationers, It is the inr 
tention of the ladies to circularize ev­
ery fraternal and benevolent society in 
this town and district asking for con­
tributions towards this worthy object.
TRADE PROSPECTS BETTER
FOR NEXT SIX MONTHS
TORONTO, Sept. 27.—Without in­
ducing too much optimism, reports 
from most of the principal cities in 
Canada which have reached the office 
of the Canadian Manufacturers’ Asso­
ciation recently indicate that, on the 
whole, the trade situation during the 
next six months will be better than it 
was last year. Lumbering, it is ex­
pected, will be particularly active, 
while' a large number of factories re 
port that orders have been received 





Coron'er Is Enquiring Into Causes 
Attending Death Of Miss
H. Whitworth
OKLAHOMA “CIVIL WAR’’ 
BECOMES LAWYERS’ BATTLE
OKLAHOMA CITY, Sept. 27.— 
The conflict between Governor J. C, 
Walton and the lower house of the 
Oklahoma Legislature has developed 
into a finish fight as the legislators 
are preparing to take their cause to 
the courts. On the other hand, the 
use of military forces to combat 
“hooded outrages” iVill continue until 
the , domination of one-third of the 
counties in the state by the ,Ku Klux 
Klan is broken, the Governor states.
MANITOBA FARMER IS
SHOT FROM AMBUSH
NORTHAMPTON, Ehigland, Sept. 
27.—Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin, 
speaking here today, declared that his 
ccfhference with Premier Poincare in 
Paris last week had had the effect of 
restoring the former ^ o d  relations 
between France and Great Britain. 
'The atmosphere of restraint and al­
most of distrust that prevailed be­
tween the two countries when the 
present British government came into 
office had been changed, he said, into 
one of mutual confidence.
SYDNEY. Man., Sept. 27.—A man 
named Falkiner, believed to ’ be men 
tally unbalanced, has been arrested by 
the provincial police, charged with the 
shooting of Jack LeMercier, a bache­
lor farmer, who was shot down from 
ambush on Tuesday morning, and who 
is now lying at the point of death 
with more than sixty pellets of smal 
shot in his chest and stomach from : 
shotgun fired at close range. LeMer- 
cier, weakened by loss of blood anc 
long exposure while he waited for aid 
was unable to offer any theory rcga’rd- 
ing the attempt on his life. The bleed­
ing ^nd half-conscious farmer; drag­
ged himself half a mile to a point near 
a footpath used by school children, then 
he collap.*5ed. The murderous attack 
was made while he was watering his 
horses. . '
As we go to press an inquest is being 
held by Coroner E. Weddell on the 
circumstances attending the death of 
Miss Helen Whitworth, aged twenty- 
t'wo,’who was found drowned in ■ Ok­
anagan Lake near the Okanagan Mis­
sion wharf yesterday afternoon by 
Provincial Constable P. Pentecost and 
Chief of Police R. W. Thomas.
The body was brought into towp yes­
terday and has been medically exam­
ined as a preliminary to the official en­
quiry. The deceased young lady was a 
probationer at the Kelowna General 
Hospital and had only a short term 
more to serve in, that capacity before 
receiving Her certificate as a graduate 
nurse. This sad fatality has cast; a 
gloom over the community, m -which 
Miss Whitworth had numerous friends.
“EAT MORE B.C. FRUIT’’
Campaign In Vancouver Is Meeting 
' With Encouraging Response
The ‘EAT MORE B.C. FRUIT’
campaign inaugurated by the Buy B.C. 
Products Campaign in Vancouver is 
receiving remarkable support from the 
business interests in the Coast city. 
During the first twenty-four hours 
after the circulars were sent out orders 
for over 100,000 envelopes were receiv­
ed from wholesalers, retailers, manu­
facturers, doctors, lawyers, architects, 
steamship companies, real estate brok­
ers/ insurance companies, etc., all de­
sirous of helping in a neighbourly man­
ner to solve some of the problems 
facing the fruit industry this year, In 
addition a large , number of cuts have 
been supplied to those desirous pf hav­
ing large numbers of envelopes done 




I^I DEBT TO BANK
Indebtedness On Buildings Account Is 
Carried By Growerm Packing 
_ Houses, Limited
In further elucidation of the finances 
of the co-operative marketing'organ­
ization, iiB explained in a letter from 
the Associated Growers, .published in 
our issue of the 13th inst., we have re­
ceived the following supplementary 
statement from the Executive, which 
shows that the indebtedness on ac­
count of purchase of buildings of fruit 
shipping concerns. taken over is car­
ried by The Growers' Packing Houses, 
Limited, a edrporation sepi^rate from 
the Associated Growers, and that the 
marketing end is not in debt to thy 
bank but, on the contrary, has a credit 
balance.
“It may be interesting to know that 
the Associated Growers do not owe 
the Bank of Montreal anything, but 
have a credit balance which is being 
distributed in proportion to the 'ship­
ments from the various Locals. This 
will apply on the bank loans borrow­
ed by the various Locals. The Grow­
ers’ Packing Houses, Limited, on first 
mortgage debentures, have borrowed 
$165,000 and will haye a second mort­
gage S-year debenture issue of approx­
imately $200,000, These two issues 6f 
debentures will be retired from the de­
ductions received from the Associated 
Growers.”
VICTORIA, Sept. 27.—British Co­
lumbia’s tourist business will- be great­
er in 1924 than ever before,. ;E. W. 
Beatty, President of the Canadian Pac­
ific Railway, told the directors of the 
Chamber of Commerce here yesterday. 
“The year 1924 will be the greatest 
tourist year in history,” he asserted. 
Mr. Beatty said his recent trip to Alas­
ka had convinced him that British Co­
lumbia’s tourist business was capable 
of enormous expansion. It was in 
preparation for this development in 
travel that the C.P.R, was planning 
the immediate construction of t-wo 
large fast steamers to operate between 
Vancouver, Victoria and Seattle, He 
urged British Columbia cities to pre­
pare now for̂  fast growth of their 
tourist trade. The foundation of this 




ROME, Sept. 27.—The entire Ital­
ian press and public are expresssi'ng 
gratification over the decision of the 
Council of Ambassadors in awarding 
Italy fifty million lire deposited^ by 
Greece..,as a guarantee of reparations 
for tl^  assassination of the Greco- 
Albanian boundary commission. Some 
of the papers express resentment over 
what is termed “4he new and strange 





Interesting Statistics Compiled By 
Local Office Of Department Of 
Public Works
LOTS OF SPORT AT
TH E  FALL FAIR
Those who are fond of sport, and 
this includes almost everybody in this 
district, will have no cause to coniplath 
of lack of amusement o n , both days at. 
the coming Fall Faair. On Wednesday 
there will be boxing matches, tent peg­
ging competitions, and bicycld' jaccs, 
besides horse races of all/kinds. The 
ancient amusement of tilting the buc­
ket will also be indulged in on that day.
• On Thursday there will ,also be box­
ing-matches as well as obstacle races 
and foot races for returned men and 
more horse racing, including the 
classic point-to-point race. The school 
boys’ relay race will also be a. feature 
of the afternoon events. .
On both days there will be plenty of 
fun for the young folk, which will be 
provided by the All Canadian Shows. 
They will be able to take in the Ferris 
wheel, merry-go-round and side .shows, 
see the smallest living horse, watch 
“Teddy,” the famous boxing bear, and 
visit “ The Land of Wonders,”/where 
they will witness marvellous things of 
a nature akin to those of which they 
have read in fairy tales. There will 
also be a special vaudeville show for 
their benefit. So taking all in all, there 
will be sufficient attractions during 
both days of the Fair to enable both 
young and old to have a thoroughly 






Mr. J. C. Dale Clainia Kdowna-Carmi 
Road Should Be Link In TranS- 
Provincial Highway
Some idea of the heavy amount of 
traffic on the ma?n highways leading 
to Kelowna may be gleaned from the 
subjoined figures, which were com­
piled by the local office pf the provin­
cial Department of Public Works. 
They represent the number of vehicles 
of various kinds passing given points 
on one day between the hours of 5 a. 
m. and 8 p.m. The day selected, last 
Monday, the 24th, would not, however, 
be one on which the heaviest amount of 
traffic” could be expected, as little or no 
fruit picking is done on Sundays. The 
figures also do not include any traffic 
arriving in the city from the .Municipal­
ity of Glenmore.
Kelowna-Venion Road
Empty "rrucks ............................... 69
Loaded Trucks ............     125
Empty Waggons J...... ................ - 56
Loaded Waggons ...............     133
Motor Cars .................... :..............  144
Buggies .........................   25
Tonnage ..........    Tons 557
Pendozi Street
Empty Trucks ......     85
Loaded Trucks .........      66
Empty Waggons .....      19
Loaded Waggons ........................... 46
Motor Cars .....................................  1^2
z r z ' z z r  250
Total tonnage .............. Tons 807
Dissolution of Confederation Of,
- German States Is Threatened
BERLIN, Sept. 27.—Rival dictators 
rule at Berlin and Munich,
Yesterday, the Bavarian government 
entrusted all the powers, of state to 
Dr. Von Kahr as military dictator. 
By wpy of reply, the German adminis­
tration, at a hurriedly called midnight 
session, declared a state _of emergency 
throughout the republic arid gave 
Minister of Defence Gessler executive 
authority to put into force any military 
or police measures he might deem 
warranted. ' ' , ,
Dissolution of the confederation of 
German states formerly known as the 
German Empire is threatened. Saxony 
will support Prussia in the  ̂struggle for 
unity, but a break-up intb several 
smaller states is possible within a few 
weeks unless the Berlin government 
is able to exercise control over Bav­
aria. Bavaria is holding off monarch­
ism, and the new dictator has the re­
putation of being a close friend of 
Crown Prince Rupprecht.
Reports from Dusseldorf state that 
a general strike has been declared at' 
a number of places in the Ruhr mine 
fields as a protest against the surren­
der of Berlin *on p;assive resistance. 
Communist factions are said to be 
responsible. Street fighting between 
Communists and sections of less ex­
treme Radicals is reported from Dres­
den, where the parties a r ^  holding 
meeting’s and processions. One man 
was killed, five fatally wounded and 
twenty others were injured.
ARMED PIRATES ROB
WRECKED STEAMER
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 27.—Sixteen 
armed men, believed to be from Santo 
Barbara, have taken possession of the 
liner Cuba wrecked on San Miguel 
Island. It is reported that they have 
already taken blocks, radio sets and 
aerials, nautical instruments, etc. worth 
$100,000. ____________  .
BRITISH SEAPLANE FAILS
IN SEAWORTHINESS TEST
COWES, Isle of Wight, Sept. 27.-- 
Omu^of two British seaplanes entered 
for the international races for the 
Schneider sea trophy capsized and 
sank in deep water during a seaworthi­
ness - test for entrants this morning. 
The pilot was saved.
ITALY RETURNS
CORFU TJO GREECE
ATHENS, Sept. 27—The Island of 
Corfu, occupied by Italian forces on 
August 11th, was returned to the Greek 
authorities this morning.
There appeared in last week’s issue 
of the Greenwood “Ledge” a letter 
from Mr. Jas. C. Dale, of Carmi, one 
of the most widely known pioneers'of 
the Kettle River country, strongly ad­
vocating the Kclowna-Carmi road via 
McCulloch as a link in the Trans- 
Provincial HigHiway, and ur^tiiig the 
people of Greenwood to lend it their 
support in preference to the southern 
route in continuation of the Hopc- 
Princeton proposal. The text of the 
letter is as follow’s:
“Editor The Ledge:—
“Dear Sir,— . ..
“Sojne time ago I wrote a few lines 
to The Ledge about the proposed road 
from Carmi to Kelowna, setting forth 
some, of, what T b^dievo invcstigatipiv 
will prove to be, the advantages of that 
route to the Gfeeuwood. district.
“In The Ledge of the 13th inst., I 
see that the Greenwood City Council 
has passed a resolution endorsing the 
Princeton-Hopc Mountain route.. This 
action of the Council, it seems to me, 
must have been taken without giving 
the matter the full consideration and 
investigation which a project so im­
portant to the district deserves. In the 
first place, if our district is to get its 
share of the tourist travel, the road had 
better follow the KcUle River to the 
summit connecting with the road that 
is already built from there to Kelowna, 
and not'turn off at Rock Creek, nec­
essitating a" climb over the mountain 
range between the Kettle- River and 
the Okanagan and then over the range 
between the Okanagan and Similka- 
meen and then'over the Hope Moun­
tains, making three summits to.cross 
in place of two by the proposed Ke­
lowna road. , . , r , .“ The Ledge article of the 13th quotes 
Messrs. A. S. Black and E, Waterman 
as stating that there would be re­
quired only 86 miles of road to build 
to connect our district with the Hope- 
Rrinceton mountain route; but I_pan- 
not see how they could reach Hope 
from Rock Greek without building more 
than twice 86 miles. There would- have 
to be built practically a new road from 
Rock Creek to Princeton, the present 
road being only an ordinary dirt wag­
on road in very bad condition the 
greater part of it. So you see there 
would have to be built practically a 
riew road from Rock Greek to Hope, 
iLthat route was adopted for the inter-, 
provincial road. .
“ There are several other reasons 
why the Kettle River route is of more 
benefit to the Greenwood district; one 
of which is the fact that the route from 
Spokane via the Columbia nver^ and 
up the Okanagan via Riverside, Wash.,
and Oroville would cut us off from 
practically all the tourist travel from
the South. ,  . ' f A-“Now, Mr. Editor, I hope the Green­
wood people will look a lifflc more 
carefully and seriously into the merits 
of the two routes and lend their sup­
port to the Kettle River route, which
I feel confident they will realize is the 
route to serve their best interests 11 
they gi've it careful consideration. ^
“H anking you for the courtesy in
giving space to the cbmmunication, I




For The Week Ending Sept. 15, 1923
Carloads 
1923 1922
Fruit .......... .......... — .........Mixed Fruit and Vegetables 109 105
Vegetables .................-........ “  ^
154 152
For The Week Ending Sept. 22, 1923
Fruit .......   34 55
Mixed Fruit and Vegetables 75 94
Vegetables ......   ^  ^
/  119 174
DECISIVE BATTLE IS BEING  ̂
f o u g h t  i n  BULGARIA
SOFIA, Sept. 27.—“Bulgaria will 
fight to the last ounce of her strength 
not only her own battle but the 
world’s struggle agairist Communism, 
stated Premier Zankoff in an inter­
view today. The Premier asserted that 
Communism after shattering civiliza­
tion in Russia was trying to do Bul- 
gara a similar injury. .
A semi-official statement issued to­
day -says the revolutionary movement 
can be considered as approaching its 
end. According to the War Office, the 
decisive battle in the Communist upris­
ing is being fought in the city of Fcr- 
dinand and the village of Berkowitza, 
which are four miles apart and half 
way from Sofia to the Danube.
NEW YORK PAPERS
RESUME PUBLICATION
NEW  YORK, Sept. 27.—With rc- 
sumptiori of publication today individ­
ually by the New York morning dai­
lies and the indication of the probable 
return to work of the striking members 
of the outlawed Web Pressmen’s Lo­
cal No. 25 as members of the Inter­
national Printing Pressmen’s and 
Assistants’ thc.end of the walk­
out which has been effective for the 





Winners Of The Robortaon Cup Are
Entcitoined At Largely Attended r 
Banquet
Over fifty citizens representative of 
the community in general gather'’ a t . z 
a banquet held in the Lakeview Hotel • 
on Thursday night in hoiioi”* of the 
victorious Kelowna football team, win- - 
ners of the Robertson Cup and chain- ■ 
pious of the Interior. Mr. G. H. Tutt, : 
President of the Kelowna Amateur. , : 
Athletic Association, act^d very ac­
ceptably as* chairman, arid was: sup­
ported oil cither side by Mr. J. W. 
Jones, M.L.A., and Mayor Sutherland*
After all had done ample justice to : 
a splendid-repast, itwo hours jwcrc ■ 
pleasantly spent with toasts, piano sel­
ections. and songsi the function (com­
ing to a close at the eminently res­
pectable hour of 1.1.IS. Mr, J. j^orth- 
wick contributed the piano music, 
which was much appreciated, and songs 
were, rendered by Messrs, Chas. iGow- 
cn, P. Holes and Whitchoni,/'an o f’ 
whom had to respond to encorCs. , ,
Previous to commencement cjf the ; 
toast list, loud applause greeteji the 
appearance of the splendid Robertson 
Cup, which was borne in by Mr. Ches­
ter Owens, secretary of the Football 
Club, and placed upon the chairman’s / 
table. !, *
In a few appropriate words, Mr. ; 
Tutt proposed “The King, Queen and 
Royal Family,” which wasv given the 
usual loyal hohoursi • v ^
Mr. H. F. Chapin'gave the tohst of 
“The City Council;” speaking j ■ with ; 
warrn appreciation of the interest' of : 
the Council in. sport and of the fav­
ourable reception accorded two ’years 
agd by that body^to the proposal put ; 
forward by the Kelowna Amateur Ath- : ; 
letic'Association for the establishment 
of a recreation ground in the city 
Park. It was quite a heavy underr . 
taking, he said, and it was up to the
K.A.A.A. to make every effqrt to 
keep the interest and sinking fund 
payments up to date.
Aid. J. B. Knowles replied. He said . 
the Council had been all the more 
ready to assist because of the fine ' 
quality p’f the sport carried on in the 
town, and they had done as much as 
.they could with due consideration to  ̂
financial conditions. They were proud 
of their local athletes, especially the 
football team, and would be glad to 
do anything further in their p'ower in 
future to foster good clean sport in. the 
community.
■ Mr. J. W. Jones, in a witty speech, 
during which he revealed himself as 
a forriier football player of no mean 
standing, proposed the toast of the 
evening, . “The ' Kelowna Football 
Team.” His interest in the game dated 
back forty years, he said, when he be-  ̂
gan kicking the ball, and he.̂  deemed it 
the king of all sports. “Playing the 
game” was a classic saying now, like . 
its familiar sister, “It’s not cricket,’̂  
and he believed it to be derived front 
football, which had permeated deeply: 
the morale of the nition. He men­
tioned occasions during the Great War 
when British Tommies went into ac­
tion, dribbling a football in front of 
them, and he believed some of the 
warring, Balkan nations must have 
seen some of those incidents, as they 
had taken up the game in Serbia and 
Bulgaria and, instead of flying at each 
other’s throats, they were now challen­
ging each other to football matches* 
The game had thus broken down many 
of the prejudices of pre-war days. He 
recalled that twenty-eight years ago* 
he had taken part in a provincial 
championship game in Saskatchewan- 
It was played on a July day, at Rc- ■ 
gina, in the presence of Lord Aber­
deen, then Governor-General, with 
the temperature about 105 in the shade.
He was one of the lightest men on. his 
side, which wori the Jnatch.
No team had brought greater re'- 
nown to Kelowna this year than the 
football one, declared Mr. Jones. Their 
record was remarkable—twelve games 
played, none lost, and they brought 
home the bacon, the Robertson Cup. 
While the players were, entitled to 
much credit, above all they were in­
debted to Tommy Pitt for his fostcr*- 
ing care.
Mr. Jones took his scat amidst th e ' 
thunders of applause that greeted Mr. 
Pitt's name, and the appjausc was re­
newed as that gcntleman^rosc to res­
pond to the toast. At the outset, he 
said he was obliged to correct Mr. 
Jones, as the record qf the Kelowna







The Fastest Shave In The World
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 ̂ DUPLICATE 
SHEETS
Purchase your Office Supplies irorb
T h e  K e l o w n a  C o u r i e r
PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS 
KELOWNA, B. C.
A  v e r y  s m a l l  o u t l a y s -
W IL L  MAKE. y O U R  H OM E C O M FO R TA BLE A N D
A T T R A C T IV E
It is the H O M E environment that moulds 
the character of your children.
D O N ’T  N EG LEC T Y O U R  H O M E
Y O U  W IL L  N E E D  T H IS  F A L L :—
Linoleum for the Kitchen.
A Carpet for the L iving Room.
W all Paper and Dishes for the Dining Room.
A new M attress for the Bedroom.
Curtains for the windows, and a few  Pictures.
The baby is crying for one of our L L O Y D . CARRIAGES  
or an E N G L ISH  PRAM . /
Kelowna farniture Co.
The Home of the Victor Records
C H E A P  F I R E  W O O D
For a limited time we w ill deliver' 16-in.
SL A B W O O D  to any part of the City
■ ‘ for, .■  ̂  ̂ ,
$ 2 e 0 0  RICK
Cash w ith Orders
Per
PR O M PT D E L IV E R Y
THE KELOWNA SAWMILL CO., LTD.
i:
Say It With Apples
THIS CHRISTM AS
Yohr friends in the Old Country will appreciate a box 
of apples direct from the Okanagan Valley. On receipt of 
price wc vvill deliver, all charges paid, to your friends in 
England, Scotland and W a les—
ff 





Jonathans ........... per box $4.00 Newtown ...........
McIntosh .......... . ” ” $4.00 Winesaps ............
Russets ..............  ” ” $4.00 Spitzenberg ...'.—
Grimes Golden .... *V *’ ^.00 Winter Banana _
Delicious ................. per box $4.50
Apples will be delivered in Ireland, Belgium and 
France at small additional cost.
We guarantee delivery in first-class condition, all 
apples packed by ourselves.
We will delivef" your own apples packe;  ̂ by yourself 
for $2.50 pcf box.
All orders must be received by our Locals or at our 
office in Vernon not later than October 15th.
A SSO C IA T E D  G RO W ERS O F  B. C., L T D .
G. A. BARRAT, Local Representative.
THE KELOWNA COURIER A tW  OKANAGAN ORCHARDI8T
BOY SCOUT COLUMN W INFIELD FAST R p W N A
Troop Firad Self Laatl
Edited by “Pioneer.”
September 25tli, 1923. 
Orders by command for week ending 
October 4th, 1923:
Duties: Orderly Patrol fqr week, 
Owls; next for efuty, Lynx.
Parades: The regular basketball pr.ic- 
tkes will be held on Friday, the 28th 
inst., and the combined Troop will 
parade at the Scout Hall on/Monday, 
October 1st, at 7.1S p.m.
Mr. Petrie has returned from a
motor trip to Seattle.
, • * *
At the last Church of England serr 
vice held in the Community Hall, the 
Uov. V. Despard announced that he 
lad no intention of resigning. This 
was an answer to the rumour that he 
intended resigning. An effort is 
made to continue the services, and the 
result will bo made known shortly.
We have not been handed in any 
news this week .and have been too
P.L. Hugh McKenzie has been ap­
pointed Secretary-Treasurer of the 
Troop in the place of P.L. H. Mantle,
A meeting of fruit growers was held 
..I the Community Hall on Thursday 
evening, Sept. 20tli. The mam sub
resigned. The Assistant Secretary, P. 
L. Fi Mordpn, has also resigned, so
this office is vacant at the present time.
Applications to transfer ' into the 
Tfoop have been received from Cub 
George Dunn and from Scout Piric, 
formerly of the Point Grey Troop, 
Vnneouver. Second Gordon Haug of 
the Owls has handed in his resigna­
tion from the Troop on account bf be­
ing in his third year at High , School 
and halving so much studying to do. 
He has been a steady and faithful 
member of the Troop since he was 
transfcrfcd into it from the Cubs and 
will be much' missed, cspeciaUy when 
we wish some selections on the mouth
following were absent from the
first Troop Parade held on Mbnday 
last and are reminded of the Troop 
rule in connection with'failure to at­
tend two consecutive parades: Second 
D. Buckland, Scouts H. Cunningham 
R. Weeks, J. Packham, G. Cooper, W 
Longley, I. Maclaren and J. Atherton 
arid Cubs C. Pettman, A. Hardy and 
H, Davidson and Recruit D. McNaugh- 
toii. In at least two instances we know 
tliat it was impossible to attend but the 
others have yet to explain.
A.S.Ml. R., Parkinson, the only sur­
viving member of the original Troop 
has resigned as A.S.M. for the present 
but we hope may soon fiiid it impossi­
ble to remain inactive while the Troop 
itself still survives. Mr. Tommy Taylor, 
who was almost an original member, 
having someh&w succeeded in getting 
into it when he was Jen years old, is 
going to act as A.S.M. up to Christmas 
at any rate and after \that if he will 
still be here. We are very glad also 
that Mr. Alex. Smith is taking Mr. 
Gay ton’s place as Assistant Cubmaster 
and O.C. of Section B of the Cubs.
All former S^asuts who are interested 
in the proposed formation in Kelowna 
of the Rover Scouts are requested to 
attend a meeting to be held in the 
Scout Hall on Friday, the 5th of Oc­
tober next, at 8.30 p.m. This meeting 
is open to all former Scouts or Scout- 
ers over the age of eighteen who have 
been members of Troops in any part 
of the world. Some people are a little 
sceptical of the Rovers amounting to 
anything in Kelowna, so we suggest 
that it is up to our former Scouts to 
show them that they are mistaken.
We have received a letter from the 
Chief '’Commissioner for Canada fe- 
questiug us to help whatever^ loca 
committee may have been organized in 
our community in connection with the 
relief fund for Japan, with which we 
are aisked to co-operate in every way 
possible. Needless to say, we shall be 
most happy to do this but at the p r^  
sent time we do not believe any such 
committee has been formed locally.
jcct discussed was the proposed mar­
keting of applcri affected by brown rot, 
The meeting was unanimous in the 
opinion that this class of fruit sh ^ ld  
be kept off the market. Mr. Coe 
pointed out that, as those apples ap- 
i)Ccirod to be quite souiuli tnero would 
be nothing to prevent a retailer from 
selling them as Extra Fancy apples. 
Mr. Blakcy also suggested that it 
was within the bounds of possibility 
that a retailer finding apples m this 
condition among his crates might put 
forward'a claim for Extra Fancy.
We cannot understand the policy of 
the Associated in ever thinking of 
putting fruit of this class on the mar­
ket. It appca'rs to us to be so in­
consistent when wc consider the mf?k 
standard they arc. placing on their 
fruit this year; In walking round the
packing house we notice apples being 
culled for slight bruises and punctureslcci t i n u c u uv,L iv,a, 
which would hal/c a higher value com­
mercially, ijF marketed, than this un­
sound fruit.'
. Winfield has decided to send an ex­
hibit to the \ Kelowna Fair. Mr. E. 
Lawley has kindly cbnsented to set out 
the fruit, which should go a long way 
towards making it a success.
Mr. F. Ore^ from Vancouver, is 
visiting his brother. Mr. E; Ore.
GLENMORE
The Glerimore Sunday School will 
hold their Rally Day service on Sun­
day. The congregation and Sunday 
School will unite in this service at 
3.30 p.m. and there will be no evening 
service. The speaker for the after­
noon will be the Rev. A. MacLurg, 
of the Union Church. Mrs. Raymond 
Corner will be the soloist. Decora­
tions and contributions of fruit and 
vegetables ‘from thq • Sunday School 
will be' used to make it a real Harvest 
Home service These gifts will be sent 
to the Hospital. . Come along and 
bring a friend. * . •
The Secretary of the Glenmore 
Fruit Growers’ Association has re­
ceived a communication from the Ex­
ecutive. of the Associated Grower.s, in 
answer to the resolutions forwardet 
from the recent meeting, Jp  the effect 
that Jonathans, Extra Fancy, will be 
packed according to the government 
requirement of 40 per cent colour. 
Also, they maintain their decision o ' 
packing Mac§, if the brown core does 
not extend beyond the carpel.•  « •
GIRL GUIDE NOTES
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lawrence, o 
Pasadena, California, who have speht 
the summer in Eastern Canada and the 
States, are visiting M r,, and Mrs. I 
Kerr, on their way home.
■ '■ , * ♦ *
The first meeting since the. holidays 
of the Girl Guides of Coy. I. was held 
oil 'Tuesday evening, when there was a 
good attendance of all that is left of us 
—no less than twelve having gpne 
East and West to college or school. 
We wish them the best of luck where- 
cver they may be. We were very glat 
to welcome Guide M. Sutherland back 
with us again. In spite of reducec 
numbers, we are hoping for a winter 
of increased activities. _ .
We are greatly looking forward to 
the visit of Mrs. H. D. Warren, of Tor­
onto, Chief Commissioner of the Can­
adian Girl Guide Association, who ii 
coming to Kelowna on October 2nc 
and will speak to all the Guides in the 
Scout Hall at 7 p.m., and at a Public 
Meeting in the Parish Hall at 8 p.m. 
We ctfe very fortunate to.be able to get 
Mrs.^Varren in the Okanagan, and it 
it hoped there will be a good turn-out 
to hear her.
. On Friday* the members of our As­
sociation met at the home of Mrs. J. 
N. Thompson, Commissioner for Ke­
lowna District, at which a presentation 
was made to Mrs. A. Carruthers, 
Brown Owl, and Miss Keyes, Tawny 
Owl, as a'token of the members ap­
preciation of the good work they have 
done with the Brownies, It will be 
difficult to replace them and we feel 
that our loss is Australia’s gam, Oac 
cheering thought is we have Mis^ D. 
Coubrough still with us as Brown Owl. 
We could not wish for a better. ^
On Monday last, through the kind­
ness of Mrs. Dick, over thirty Brown­
ies were entertained at her home to 
tea and had an opportunity of Saying 
good-bye to Mrs. Carruthers and Miss 
Keyes. They also presented to their 
Brown Owl an album of photos and to 
their ,Tawny Owl a box of handker­
chiefs.
1 N O W  IS T H E  TIM E to look  
around for that Heater 
you require.
W e respectfully solicit ah in­
spection of our Stock of these  
j;ood Heaters. , 
Q U A L IT Y  RIGHT  
PR IC E S RIG H T
L IM IT E D
General Hardware Merchants
Phone 324
Growers are beginning to speculate 
on what returns they may expect from 
their Mac crop with present time grad­
ing and prices. With : so few Extra 
Fancy being . packed and the large 
number of crates going out, how many 
will average 60 cents per box? Ant 
some of those crates! When tliey 
reach the retailer, he can take out 
probably over 25 per cent and sel 
them for Fancy and eyen Extra Fan­
cy. A tiny spot on a 75 per cent 
coloured apple weighing iix  ounces 
isn’t going to .be sold for . a trifle, the 
consumer will pay five cents for it 
without a doubt.
Growers who picked over for Extra 
Fancy colour up to the standard ^- 
65 per cent, when visiting the packing 
house, notice that the fruit in the Ex­
tra Fancy bins is about 90 per cent 
colour.
A rancher with a small Mac acreage 
had time to go over his trees care­
fully. He did this three times, getting 
less'than a hundred boxes of fruit, no 
r.ulls put in, the highest coloured. A 
surprise awaited him when the final 
came in---no Extra Fancy and five 
boxes of culls. Gan you beat this?
On^top of this there has been much 
discussion over the report in last 
week’s “Vernon. News” on the price 
cutting of Independent shippers. It 
is difficult to imagine a shipper living 
in our midst and knowing the position 
in which growers stapd today and (he 
dire straits some arc put to to make
)usy nicking McIntosh to collect any. 
For those who have many McIntosh
trees it has been one of the worst pick- 
ing seasons we have cxpcriciiccd. It 
vvas almost impossible to get pickers 
and the two wet days made matters 
worse. It seems to us very unfiair the 
way packing houses corral the easily 
obtained lopal labour, leaving to the 
fruit grower the difficult task of getting 
labour from a distance. Also heuniig 
6f tlic scarcity of pickers, even the 
Cllinamcn put their wages up. Why 
not? ^Everyone is out to soak the fruit 
grower. The fruit grower spends his
own money and all he cati borrow on 
labouipaying r bills during spring and 
summer and in the fall says to labour: 
“Please help me to pick now. so that 
Tcan recover what I paid you already 
and can employ you again next year, 
and labour joyously cries: “Hurrah; 
boys, the fruit growers arc starting to 
pick; they have a heavy crop and they 
arc hard up; they must get it off or go 
bankrupt; let’s soak them to the liniitl 
•  * ♦
Mr. MaCfarlanc, of the Associated 
Growers, was busy getting McIntosh 
for the Manchester Exhibition. This 
was a difficult and -slow job as only 
fruit absolutely free from core rot 
could be taken and there arc not many 
orchards in this condition.
We regret to hear Miss Joncs-Evans 
is not recovering from her accident as 
rapidly as expected. The doctor has 
ordered the injured limb complete rest. 
It is very doubtful if she can teach a 
gain this term. 4i '
W e'hear our school football team 
will again try conclusions with Mission 
Ureck on Saturday.t  * *
Mrs. Anderson, Miss Anderson and 
Miss Hickson paid a round of visits on 
the Benches prior to their return to the 
Old Country via the Panama Canal.
The camp at Hydraulic for the S. E. 
K. I. D. is now opbned.
DON’TS FOR HUNTERS
(Issued by The Game Conservation 
Board)
ends meet, doing anything so detri- 
ift ' * ■mental to the nterests of his rown 
and fellow tradesmen whose business 
depends on the rancher. Of course, if 
the goods arc below standard and there 
is difficulty in disposing of them, one 
can see the reason. If not, why do it?
The trip of Messrs. Grote Stirling 
and H .. B. D. Lysons to the Lower 
Okanagan was interesting reading, 
especially the part which read: “What 
impressed them on their trip was the 
fact that in the Similkameen no Jap­
anese are being employed in tomato 
cultivation. " the growers there doing 
the tillmg themselves.”
The Y'dlow Peril confronts us. OneJL 11 Jk, ■ a w 1 • - » — —   —  —. —
can read continual warnings in our 
paoers. A Coast paper this week
points out that another yellow cafe 
has opened there, empibying white 
girls, and asks how long Caliadians 
will patronise these places. Last year 
we heard of a packing house where a 
jap foreman bossed white men in Ke­
lowna district. The yellow race have 
more than a foothold in our fair 
province, as statistics prove, and our 
regrets will be too late in a few years. 
How many arc attending school in Ke­
lowna?
The B. C. Egg Marks Act is to be a- 
mended at the next session of the Le­
gislature in order to tnakc it conform 
with the Dominion regulations regard­
ing the standardization of eggs.
Dp not destroy fences or property 
of the farmer, and always^ask for 
permission to shoot over his prop-
*̂̂ D0 not shoot at anything in the bush 
unless you are sure of what^you are 
shootiqg at. ,
Do not go out hunting until you are 
acquainted with the game laws. _
Do not forget to make |ure it s a 
buck. It may be doe, a cow or â 
man. How would you feel?.
Do not destroy advertising or. other 
sign's posted in the district in which 
you are hunting.
Do not enter a boat or car with a 
loaded gun or rifle.
Dp not discharge firearms from an 
automobile or other vehicle, as it is a 
very dangerous practice, and is also 
against the law.
Do not forget to leave a clean camp 
and Sl clean record. You may want 
to come back. ,
Be a sportsman—not just a cheap
sport.
Do  ̂not shoot harmless wild hfe-j 
shoot crows, magpies, coopers ant 
sharp-shinned hawks and great hori^d 
owlsj they do more harm than good.
Do not throw lighted cigar or cig­
arette butts in the bush, or leave light­
ed fires in the camp. Protect your 
forests and your game, . , . ,
Do not forget to report violations ot 
the Game Act ̂  to the nearest game 
warden or provincial constable as by 
this means better protection can be 
afforded the game, and you will have 
better shooting. ,
Do not forget to carry your fire- 
arms licence when out hunting, as this 
is necessary under the Game Act, and 
it also helps the game wardens in per­
forming their dutyi .
Do not forget to try and make the 
farm^er your friend, as you will in this 
way be able to obtain better shooting.
Report all forest fires to the nearest 
fire warden or game warden, or prov­
incial constable.
Things That Are UiUawful
Always remember that it is unlaw­
ful to use any automatic, swivel or 
machine gun, or battery or any gun 
larger than a 10-gauge, or a pump gun 
without a permanent plug.
To hunt game of any kind from one 
hour after sunset to one hour before 
sunrise. .
To carry loaded firearms in or dis­
charge same . from an automobile or 
any other vehicle.
To carry firearms in an automobile 
during the close season on game birds 
without being in possession of a per­
mit issued by the Game Conservation 
Board.
To kill golden or silver pheasants.
To hunt quail, pheasants, prairie 
chicken, partridge, when snow is on 
the ground.
To use pit lamps or lights of lany 
description at any time fort the pur­
pose of hunting game animals or 
birds.
To carry fireams or traps without a 
licence.
To hunt game birds from any sail­
boat, powerboat or aeroplane.
To use any other person’s licence or 
to loan or transfer any licence under 
any circumstances.
To trap bear.
To hunt on game reserves, bird 
sanctuaries or other proscribed areas.
To hunt game birds from an auto­
mobile or any other vehicle either oh 
or off a highway. . . , ,
Keep This As A Reminder
'WHICH FACE
It was lunch hour at the lime 
works, and Pat’s two buddies, decid­
ing to play a little joke on him dur­
ing his absence, drew the features of 
a donkey upon the back pf his coat, 
which he had left behind In due tirne 
Pat returned, and presently hovc in 
sight bearing the lime-decorated coat.
“What’s the trouble, Pat?” asked 
one, trying to appear indifferent.
“Nothing mucli,” replied Pat, cqual-
THUR8DAY, SEPTEMBER 27, I W
Order froin Any Government Vendor
PALE
BEEB
A lilGklT, clear; omlicr-oolorCd 
bovorogOf 08 rcrrcshlng and 
appetizing os the finest , beer 
should be. Its consistent pur- ) 
ity Is assured by scrupulous 
care glvcu to tho method of 
brewing.
This advortisemout is not 
published or displayed by 
tho Liquor Control Board 
or by the Government of 
British (Jolumbin.
WREN WINTER (RMia
Y O U R  P O U L T R Y  W IL L  R E Q U IR E
------ --------- -------------B E T T E R  CARE A N D  A T T E N T IO N . 
W H A T  A R E  Y O U  G O ING  TO  D O ?
Brine us yo u r requirements and be satisfied. Full L ine of. 
^ ^ th e  best P O U L T R Y  S U P P L IE S .
F L O U R  A N D  F E E D  A L W A Y S  IN  STOCK  
G A SO L IN E  A N D  O IL S
Open During N oon Hbiir and Saturday N ights
KELOWNA RROWERS’ ElCHIINliE
FR E E  CITY  D E L IV E R Y  P H O N E  29
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This advertisement is not published or displayed b y  
the Liquor Control Board or by the Government of  
• British Columbia.






Latest type and design vessels up to - • . . — ida*"**14 knots speed. Regular, dependable 
service from PACIFIC • COAST 
PORTS direct to GLASGOW, LIV­
ERPOOL, LONDON and other Eu­
ropean ports via Panama Canal
All steamers equipped with separate 
■ !fr‘ -------- - 1-—coolrooms and refrigerated chambers 
for transportation of apples and all 
other kinds of fruit, fish, cheCse, eggs 
and other perishableund ordinary evgo.
f a l l  SAILING SCHEDULE 
Steamers Seattle Vancouver
Albionstar Oct. IS Oct. 21 
Gothicstai' Nov, 5 Nov. 12
Royalstar Dec. 7 Dec- 13
. And every 21 days thereafter 
PACIFIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY,
605 Hastings St. West, Vancouver, 
B.C., or the nearest local office of Ad­
miral Oriental. Line or Pacific Steam­
ship Co. 49-tfc
ly indifferent; “only I ’d loike to know 
which one of yez wiped your faerf on 
me coat”—Judge.
Old frie n d s‘
Are Good
Some time ago we asked for let­
ters from folks who have been 
friends'-of Pacific Milk for many 
years. It brought a splendid lot of 
letters; and. to know that there arc 
among us people who have stayed 
loyal to a British Columbia pro­
duct straight through the years is 
indeed a reason for gratitude. We 
should like to know more of the 
old friends-^and to the one of 
longest standing we shall send a 
case of Pacific Milk FREE. 
Please state when and where you 
first started using it.
^ 1 ^
Pacific Milk Go,, Limited
l^ead Offlqe: Vancouver, B.C. 





tHE OFFTCIAL o p e n i n g
T  of the Canadian portion of the Pacific Highway be­
tween New Wcstmlnatcr and 
Blaine, WaohingfOn, with nearly 
twenty miles of, concrctO' road, 
scemd an opportune time to give 
a short history of the cement
industry in British Columbia. Its 
ha ■ ‘ ■career s been a very chequered 
one, and fOr the amount of 
capital required to establish a 
cement plant, ' the results on'the 
' whole have been disappointing. 
It is just  ̂twenty years ago 
that a ,Mr. J. K. Fisher built auiui a AVA*. V*small cement plant on False
Creek with the idea of supplying 
the local demand in the .pro­
vince. This industry early got 
into-4inancial difficulties arid was 
Ito^' “ " ”sold  the Canadian Pacific Rail­
way, who,'however, abandoned
the project after a short time. 
The -  "jiiiu next plant was bunt by 
Mr. R. P. Butchart, and asso­
ciates in 1904 at Tod Inlet, 
about fifteen miles , from Vic­
toria. Mr. Butchart is, one of 
the pioneers; in the cement manu- , 
facturiii^ business in Canada, 
having ; established a plant at 
Owen Sound, in Ontario, over 
thirty years ago. Later.^Mf. 
Butchart, in association with h>9 
friends,/'established ;a chain of. 
acmerit plants in Montreal, Que.,' 
Lakeficld, Ont., Galgary, Alta., 
arid Tod Inlet, B. G. The^ants 
at Calgary, Lakeficld, Owen 
Sound and Montreabwere merged
in 1909 into the Canada Cement 
Company, but the Tod Inlet 
“ plant, under the trading name of 
the Vancouver Portland  ̂Cement 
Company, Limited, continued an 
independent company supplying 
. the deriiand in British Columpia, 
with Mr. Butchart! as its direct­
ing head. This company was 
owned by i M \
powerful financial interests m- 
Eastern Canada. ' W . f**® 
plant was built in 1904, its capa­
city w-as three hundred barrels  ̂
per day, but this was steadily 
increased until* .1912,, when . its 
capacity was enlarged to tmee 
thousand barrels per day.^The
 ̂ story of the years ̂  from 1904̂  Jojf.', - ■
And ony realized the Bmall sum , 
of $25,000: The promotion of this 
plant was a disaster of the first 
magnitude as the money obtain- 
cd .to build it was subscribed by 
people in the Okanagan, Vancou­
ver and other places in British 
Columbia, who could ill afford to 
lose their hard-earned savings.
We are now brought to the 
year 1919, with the demand in ;
the province supplied by the two 
plants of the British Columbia
Cement Company, Limited, situ­
ated at Tod Inlet and BSmber- 
ton, B. C., with a total capacity 
Of 1,500,000 barrels per annum, 
Throughout the whole of 1919, 
1920, 1921, 1922 and right up to 
date, the. demand has not ex­
ceeded one-fifth of the com- 
pqpy's annual capacity, and in 
consequence it has been found, 
rioecssary: to keep the Tod Inlet
plant closed since the first of 
Jtune, 1921. At the present time 
the Bambertpn plant is only
operating to onic-half Capacity 
and will have to "V:Io9e down in
about two months, With the stock 
house full of cement.
T̂ he British Columbia Cement 
Company, Limited, have $3,500,- 
000 invested in their two cement 
plants at Tod Inlet and Bam- 
berton. Both plants 'arc equip­
ped with .the latest' cement 
manufacturing machinery and 
turn out Portland ; Cement of 
the very highest , grride. All * 
possible deniands in the province 
can be taken care' of for many 
years to come,, and in an effort
to get rid of the surplus capacity 
the Company has installed a
1912 is one or steadily expanding 
busiriess, but since that time the
demand has fallen away_ tre­
mendously. As an illustration it 
may be mentioned that in 1912 
the demand in the province rose 
to 1,389,420 barrels, but fell 
away in 1918 and 1919 to respec­
tively 106,544 barrels arid 105,161 
f̂iarrels..' '■,*In 1912, the Associated Port­
land Cerrierit Manufacturers, 
Limited, of London, England, 
who are the prernier cem^t 
manufacturers in Great Bntairi, 
built a plant at Bamberton, 5aa-
nich Inlet, about 17 miles, from 
Victoria, with: a capacity of two 
thousand barrels per day,  ̂hnder 
the trading naine ; of:.;the Associ­
ated Cement Company (Canada) 
Limited. Due to very adverse 
trading conditions, this plant Was v 
shut: down at the beginriing of 
1916 and did not re-Open until 
1921, after nearly five years^of 
inactivity. At the .end of:-1918
the cement, used in the prOviucC ; 
had fallen to such very small : 
figures that an amalgamafion 
was formed between the Tod 
Inlet plant and the Bambierton 
plant, under the nam e oL the 
British Columbia Cement, Com- 
pany. Limited, in order that the 
industry might survive at all. 
Mr. R. P. Butchart was ap­
pointed president ■ of' the new 
companyy in which position he 
still remains. Mr. Butchart re­
sides at Tod Inlet, where he 
takes the most active interest m 
everything pertaining to the 
business and manufacturing op­
erations. .It will not be out of 
place here to mention that he 
takes the keenest interest in the 
fampus gardens which surround 
his beautiful home, both of which 
have been such a source of pl^s- 
ure to the pebple of British Co­
lumbia and visiting tourists.
As previously stated, the capa­
city of the Tod Inlet plant is 
three thousand barrels per day, 
and that of the Bamberton plant 
is two thousand,barrels per day, 
making a yearly capacity of 
1.500,000 barrels. As the sales 
in 1918 an d  1919 constituted only 
one-fifteenth of the combined 
capacity of both plants, it wnl 
give some id^^of the financial 
stringency >^ich faced the 
cement industry after the close 
of the war. .
Mention must be made of an­
other cement plant which was 
built in 1912 and I913 at Prince­
ton, in the Similkameen district 
of British Columbia. Between 
$500,000.00 and $600,000.00 of 
this company’s stock was sold 
and largely purchased by the 
people of British Columbia to 
construct this plant,-which, hpw- 
ever, only manufactured eight 
* thousand barrels of cement be­
fore it got into financial difficul­
ties. The company went into li­
quidation and the plant was sold.
barrel cooperage at Bamberton , 
for making wooden barrels, so 
that; cement can be shipped for 
export. A slight measure- of 
successs has met its efforts so 
far as ' shipments have been 
made in Chile, Guatemala, Sal­
vador, Mexico, Suva, Fiji, Aus­
tralia, New Zealand and the 
Philippines. The aggregate of 
the: export business does not 
rpn into very large figures, how- 
ever, and at present European 
cement , manufacturers, oiying 
to low Tabor costs and depreciat­
ed exchange, are securing all 
available export businesss, and. 
riiay dump their surplus produc­
tion into British Columbia.; \ 
.'The t company, therefore, still 
faces the disappointing proba­
bility of havirig to keep the Tod 
Inlet plant closed dpwn for a 
long time through lack of trade. 
When one ' contemplates that 
over $2,000,000 js invested in 
the Tod, Inlet plant,’, and that 
the annual capacity of '900,000 
barrels ; of Portland cement is 
lying idle, it makes one * wonder 
why more concrete roads are ̂ not 
built, such as .the Pacific high­
way, which is entirely a home ■ 
product. It is a well-kriown fact 
that the British' Columbia Ce- 
irierit Company, Limited, in or­
der to keep their employees in 
wbrk,: and to promote concrete 
roads, have for the past four 
years beeri selling to the Pro­
vincial' .Government- cement at ■ 
cost : price. Concrete roads are 
the finest of all permanent 
pavements :and it is to. be hoped 
that.; the authorities will adopt 
t them to a much greater extent 
than has berin the case up to 
the present time.
The British Columbia Cement 
Company,' Limited, are large 
users of coal, which helps to 
keep the mines'of the province 
busy. Furthermore, there are 
about 400 other commodities 
which are: used for the opera-' 
tidn and "upkeep of a cement 
plant, so that one does not need 
to think very long to see how 
beneficial it wdUld be if these 
two fine plants could be kept in 
operation ‘continuously. The his­
tory of the , cement business in 
the province : has; taken on the 
whole, been disappointing in the 
last twenty years, and j t  is to 
be hoped that some effort will 
be made to get the two plants 
operating continuously before 
any more cement plants are pro­
moted. The people of Vancou­
ver, the Lower Mainland and the 
Okanagan will
with resentment the $500,000 to 
$600,000 which wa'S wasted at 
Princeton. Overlapping or over­
production in any one line ot 
industry is bad for the growth 
of the province and̂  it® f^nre 
progress. Such conditions ̂ have 
too often occurred im British Co­
lumbia already, leaving hothing 
behind but a sense of disappoint­
ment to the investing public, and 
an actual waste of our financial 
resources. In conclusion, one 
cannot but take pleasure in the 
fact that the Canadian portion 
of the Pacific Highway is at 
last paved from New Westmin­
ster to the International Border, 
and that a product was used 
which can be truly called all 
British Columbian.. ‘ Concrete
for Permanence” '  is a slogan
viewed with favour by munici­
palities, cities and our provin­
cial government when consid­
ering the construction of fur­
ther roads throughout the pro­
vince.













ARE YOU USING THEM ?
S. M. SIMPSON
SASH AND DOORS and MILL WORK 
Phone 312. Abbott St., opp. City Park. P.O. Box 452.
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FRUrrMARKET
. B U m
Current Prices and Market Conditfons 
tFrom thc'Wcckly Bulletin issued by 
J. A. Grant, Fruit Markets Commis­
sioner, Calgary.)
' Calgary, Sept. 22, 1923. 
The Week in Calgary 
The weather this week has been cool 
and dry up to Friday, with but little 
sunshine. ‘Today (Friday) it looks 
wintry and about an inch of snow has
'Slllctit * ' 'The fruit and vegetable trade has 
been fair at bo^h country and city
’̂̂ Local vegetables arc beginning to 
give place to B.C. produce, There is 
a good dcmsrnri fo** Pickling stuff in­
cluding green tomatoes, which tyre very
Shippers should note that most of 
the pickling is ‘done by housewives 
here in September. The earlier sup­
plies arc hard to move on'tlfis .^count.
Celery is again in demand. The on­
ion market is good with considerable 
movement. Prices have advanced $5 
per ton, which is general all over the 
STorthwest. Over half of the pkanag- 
an supply is booked at firm prices.
Prunes are wholesaling at 70, cents, 
and.retailing at 75 cents. The market
is cleaning up on them. ,
Transcendent crab apples are a drug 
ori the market. We sec-some retail­
ing at 75 cents and some arc on con­
signment (Sunbrite Brand) to the re­
tail trade. ■ _ , ,The Doukhobors of Grand Forks are 
rolling their Italian prunes to Calgary 
on consignment, to two i i f r n s .
The B.C. shippers have shown good 
judgment in the Wealthy,-  ̂apple deal. 
So far no McIntosh apples have ar­
rived on this market, and in order to 
clean up about 40 cars of crat®«-Weal- 
thies, prices were dropped to /o cents 
per crate F.O.B. shipping point. Tnt^e 
are being picked up by the trade very
*̂ Â̂ car of Hatzic pears (Boussocks) 
arrived on this market during the week 
and sold at $2.00 wholesale. They 
cleaned up in one day. ,
Vernon Wealthies arriving slightly 
under-ripe. Penticton Wealthies arr 
riving in good condition.Calgary Whrlesale Prices 
Apples, McIntosh' Red No. 1,
per b o x .... ...................
Gravenstein & Wealthy, No. 1
IVealthy, per crate ............. .—•
St. Lawrence, crate ........
Pears, Bartlett, Fancy, per
box, .$3.50 to .............
ditto C grade, per box 
Flemish Beauty, per box 
Peaches, Wash. Elberta, per
box,' $1.40 to — ...... —....T"
B.G. Crawford,'Elbertas,
$1.40 to ....Y.... -
Plums, B .C. Bradshaw No. 1 ,- 
$1.15 to ....\ B.C. Pond’s Seedling. No. V  .... 
Prunes, B.C.; per box, 70c to —
Crab apples, .Hyslop, per box ....
Strawberries,,per crate .............. •'
Cranberries, per 50-lb. box .........
Per bbl. ...........................
Grapes, Tokay, • .......Tomatdes, Local H.H.,^per m.—
B.C. Field, per case, $1.20 to ....
Green, case ........... ......
Green. Peppers, per peach Box....
R ed Peppers, Wash., per box .... 
Cauliflower, per |b.
Cabbage, Local, per lb.
Wealthies have been coming in in 
wonderful coiidltiori, both wrapped and 
crafes being exceptionally good pack. 
Car arrivals from Sept, l2th to 19th: 
Wash.: 2 peaches and prunes.̂
B.C.: 9 mixetT cars to Swift Cur­
rent; 7 mixed cars to country points. 
Regina
REGINA, Sept. 19.—The market has 
xjeri fairly active on all lines and the 
cmand from the country has been 
icavy. Wealthy apples have been ar­
riving ill very fine condition and the 
::'ancy pack has shown on the whole 
very good colour. Ontario tomatoes 
are again on the market and arc a good 
.sample, also grapes and cantaloupes*
Car Arrivals, Sept. 13-19, inc.
B. C.: 7 apples; 15 fruit and veget-
ablcs;'2 prunes; 5 mixed fruit.
Man.: * 1 cabbage; I melon.
Out.: 1 fruit and vegetable; 1 grape. 
Imported:. 2 peaches; 1 sweet pot­
ato.
Wholesale Prices:
I.C. Peaches, Elberta, Georgia,
$1.40 to ........... .................... . 1.S0
i.C; Prunes, Italian, 90c ^ t o . . , 1.10 
i .C . Plums, Diamond, Pond’s,
Gage











































pickling Onions  ̂per p|ach box -  1.75
Cucumbers, per peach box, ....1 to
Citron, per lb. ....
Marrow, Squash and Pumpkin,
Turnips, Beets, Carrots, ̂ er doz. _
bunches .................. ..............
Green Corn, being jobbed at any price.
.0 2 1 /2.om
.01
Onions, B.C., per lb.
Potatoes, B.C.,’ per.'lb. ......... .
Potatoes, Local, 11>. -
Calgary Car Arrivals 
Sept. 13th to 19th ^
B C.: 13 mixed fruit,and vegetables; 
u apples; 5 mixed fruit; 1 mixed veg 
etablesV 3 prunes",, 4 plums; 1 pears. 
Imported: 2 pears; 3 peaches; 2
Edmonton
EDMONTON, Sept. 19. — This 
market is still gejtting crated apples 
by express. These are coming from 
Chilliwj^k. This looks foolish on the 
part of the grower and unfair to the 
commission agents 'here, 
on a crate of apples is around $1.30 and 
the price here is $1.46 to $1-60.
Approximate Wholesale Prices: 
Apples, B.C. .MeIntoshj Fancy,
per box ....1'-......... ................
B.C. Wealthy, Gravenstein,
Fancy, box, $1.75 to ........
ditto in crates ......... .....-
Pears, B.C. Flemish Beauty,
Fancy, box ............. ......... ’" f i e
Crab apples, Hyslop, per b o x ..... l./a
ditto McIntosh, $2 .^ .to .....
ditto (crate) Wealthy ..........
ditto (crate) McIntosh, $1.80 
B.C. Pears, (fancy) Flemish
Beauty, .$2.90 to ............   3.00
ditto Boussock, $2.90 to ....... 3.00
. i .C ,' Cantaloupes, (standard), .
$4.50 to ............ .....................  S.OO
B.C. Tomatoes, $1.10 t o .............. 1.25
B.C. Crab apples, Transcendent 1.60
ditto Hyslop, 1.95 to ............  2.15
3.C. Cucumbers (box) ..............
i.C. Onions (standard), $2.90 to 
Ont. Plums, Greengage, 11-qt. 
bskt. ..........................................
Ditto Damson, 11-qt.
bskt., $2.15 to -.....................-
Ont. Grapes, Red,. Blue, 6-qt. —
Man. Cabbage, per lb.'................
mp. Peaches, Elberta, $1.25 to.... 
mp. Pears (fancy) Bartlett,
$3.50 to ................................  .
Winnipeg
WINNIPEG, Sept. 17.—Prices here 
are as follows: . t rrB.C. Apples, Gravenstein, Jeffrey,
Ex. Fancy and Fancy ....... 2.50
B.C. Wealthy, Fancy ...... “ Xn
All varieties in craites, $1.85 to.. 2.00 
B.C. Plums, Diamond, Burbank 
Bradshaw, 4 bskt. crates,
$1.25 to .....—...... ..........
B.C. Peaches, Crawford and El­
berta, $1.50 to ....... y - ......—
B.C. Pears, Bartlett, Fancy......
i.C. Prunes, Italian, per box ......
B.C. Onions, Yellow. Standard
Grade, per cwt. ............ .........
Ont. Grapes, Champion, 6 qts. ....
Ont. Plums, Red, Blue, Green,.
11-QtS.
ditto 6s ................ ..................-
mp. Apples, per. bush, hampers,
$2.25 to ...................- .......... —
mp. Bartlett Pears. Fancy ....
mp. Elberta and Crawford 
Peaches. $1.50 to . 
mp. Onions, Yellow Standard,
per cwt. ...........-...................
'Vancouver
VANCOUVER. Sept. 18.— As^will 
be noted in the list of imports, there 
las been a considerable falling off in 
all limis but peaches. This condition 
is due to the increased receipts ot fi-y- 
products. The market is now liberal- 
y supplied iii all lines but the excep­
tion mentioned. - ‘t,/  i
Bartlett pears from the Lower Main- 
and and Vancouver Island are moving 
as'low as $1.25 per box unwrapped. 
These are not culls but pears of good 
quality. The price ranges up from this 
to as high as $3.00 for the best grade 
Yvith the bulk of the sales nearer the 
lower figure. ,
Apples are also plentiful at $1.00 
per box up, the low figure being for 
crated fruit of small size. Moln^sh 
Reds irom the Okanagan came m dur­
ing the week while the deal in yy caltn- 
ies is in full swing. AMew Jonathans 
have been brought in from across the
line. . ,Heavy stocks of Italian prunes are 
in and the price has been declined^to 
the low level of 50c per box in order 
to effect sales of sufficient volume to 
take care of the supply . .
Peaches continue to arrive in in­
creasing volume from the neighbour  ̂
ing state of Washington, the volume 
during the past week being the heav­
iest so far this season. The price has 
held steadily at $1.25 per box.' The 
receipts from B.C. sources continue to
Parsley, per doz...................... .— *30
Green Onions, per doz. ....i...........
Vegetable Marroyr, per lb...........  >02
Strawberries, per crate ................ 2.5U
Rhubarb, per lb............ ................  >
Tomatoes, 25-lb. lugs, 75c tp .... l.W
Watermelons, per lb. ..........................
Hopeydews, per lb. ...........................
Caoabas, per lb
Cantaloupes,* Standards, $3.75 to 4.00
Flats, ^1.50 to ....    L75
Grapes, Tokay, in craves ........... 3.75
Grapes, Malaga, in crates ............ 2.7a
Sweet Corn, per doz. .................. y25
Head Lettuce, per crate ....... . 1>25
Cabbage, t>6r lb. .................... .
Sweet Potatoes, per lb..... ............... 06^
Turnips, per sack .......   1.50
Parsnips, per sack, $1.75 to ..;....  2,00
Carrots, per sack .........................  1.25
Onions, per sack .........................  „3.00
Potatoes, local, per ton ............  2U.UU
Dry Belt, up t o .........................  30.00
Comb Honey, 24s (12 oz.) ....... 7.00
Eggs,to producer, case returned—
Fresh Extras ........     >40
Pullets .........................     .32
Fresh Firsts........................   .38
PcCWCC8













Heavy Hens ..... ........... *.... .......
Old Ducks ............ .....................
Young I Ducks .............................
Wholesale, dressed—
Light Springs .....




Prime light country dressed to
shipper, ISc to 
Wholesale, 16c to ................ .........
Veal-
Country dressed tops to shipper,
13c to ....................................
Wholesale, 14c to .......
Butter (wholesale)—
Alberta Specials, prints, 39c to....
Firsts, Prints, 38c to ......................
Seconds,' Print y ........................
B.C. F.O.B. Shipping Point Price*
Apples, McIntosh, Fancy ...........$1,4S
Crates ^
Apiilcs, Wealthy, Fancy, box 
Gravenstein, Extra and Fancy
Other varieties, wrapped
in crates .......... ................
Crab Apples, Hyslop .........
Pears, Flemish, Fancy ....
Plums .................................
prunes, mixed cars ...........
straight cars
Cantaloupes, $1.50 to 













Pumpkin, Squash and Marrow,
per ton .............. ................... ^ '̂23
Peppers *75
Green Toniatocs; box (scarce).........00
Celery, per lb. ........................... .
Potatoes, per ton .........     20.00
Carrots, Turnips andi Beets, ton.. 18.00 
Egg Plant, per Jb
Cucumbers, per box (scarce) ....   *.50
Cabbage, per ton ...................  25.00
Tomatoes, Ripe (about over) .... .75,
Wash. F.O.B. Shipping Point Price*.
Wash. Elberta Peaches ..............  .S3
Wash. Italian Prunes, Yakima .... .45
ditto Spokane ......      <40
Wash." Bartlett Pears, Fancy .... 2.00
ditto C grade....... ;............. . 1.65





be negligible by comparison.




Peaches, Elberta, per box .......... J.4U1.40
1.50Crawford, per box Plums. 4 bskt. ........ ...............  .
Tomatoes ......... .......----------- "clVCar arrivals Sept, 9th to ISth:
B.C.: 7 prunes; 7 apples; 15 mixec 
fruit; 1 tomatoes; 1 onions; 1 mixed 
fruit and vegetables.
Imported: 2 peaches; 2 pears, 2 j
mixed fruit. . „
Medicine Hat
MEDICINE HAT, Sept. 20.--The 
wholesale trade is very slow. Very 
little demand for apples.
Saskatoon
SASKATOON, Sept. 20.—Fruit bus 
incss active. Most of the fruit arriv­
ing from B.C. and is very fjne. Mc­
Intosh apples are beginning to some in 
Wealthies in crates exceptionally large, 
many of thenv good colour.  ̂ Hyslop 
crabs large and well coloured. Elberta 
peaches good size and fine condition, 
very few being over-ope.^
Car arrivals. Sept. 13th to 19th:
B C.: 15 mixed fruit; ll„applcs; 6
prunes; 3 mixed fruit and vegetables;
1 peaches. . . . .  ,Ont.: 1 grapes; 1 mixed plums and
crFcIDCS*'Imp.: 2 peaches; 1 mixed fruit.
Swift Current
SWIFT CURRENT, Sept. 18._
The weather has. been ideal in this dis 
trict for harvesting, and threshing is
general. . ,
B.C. fruit has been moving better 
the p.ast ten days than it has in this 
district for some years. -
There is a big demand for prunes, Cucumbers, p 
peaches and' pears, also crab apples. | Squash and Iri
fry shipper is up against a heavy .'local 
drop as far as the coast is concerned. 
Growers on the Delta are selling to 
peddlers at 2c per lb., the same low 
price being also quoted to many, re­
tailers. This trading is done away 
from the “Row” and has the effect 
of slackening up sales there, .
The upper country is shipping canta­
loupes more freely this year than ever 
before. Some shipments have arriv-' 
ed in a soft condition but later ar­
rivals have been more satisifactory. 
Honeydew melons have also been ship­
ped from this source. It appears there 
are good possibilities for the market­
ing of these lines if the market require­
ments are met. The greater^part^of the 
imported cantaloupes come in standard 
crates containing two sizes, 36 and 45 
',to the crate. The duty is 3c per canta­
loupe regardless of size.
The following produce was imported 
during the week ending Sept. 11th:.
Apples, Jonathan. Wash.» 118 boxes. 
Crab Apples, Wash., 1 box. Pears, 
Bartlett, 'Wash., 2,498 boxes. Peaches, 
Elberta, Wash., 21.064 boxes. Prunes, 
Italian, Wash., 302 boxes. Lemons, 
Cal., 3 cases. Oranges, Cal., 3,041 cas­
es. Grapes, Cal., Tokays & Malagas, 
1,548 lugs. Grapes, Concords and 
Moore’s Early, Wash., 30 baskets. 
Cantaloupes, Wash., 555 crates. Ban­
anas, 1,555 bunches. Green Peppers. 
I ll crates. Sweet Potatoes, 2,572 lbs. 
Honeydew Melons, Wash., 2 crates. 
Watermelons, Wash., 2 crates. 
Wholesale Produce
Apples, Wealthy, wrapp^, box $2,00 
MrTnto.qh .......... ..............  2.icI s Reds .    .25
. Loose Pack, per box, from..... 1.00
Pears, Bartlett (wrapped) up to.. 3.W
Clapps Favorite ........... -..........  2.50
Bcurre D’Anjou .....................  3.00
Peaches, per box, $1.10 to ......... 1.15
Prunes, per box, 50c to ....................75
Grapes, Concord, per basket ........ .75
Peppers, Green, per lb. ........    .15
Red. per lb. ............................. >30
Egg Plant, per lb. .......................  .1-5





Paitn' and olive oils
-^nothing else— give 
nature’s green color 
to Palmolive Soap.
• , , I. * ■ . , , ' * ,. ■ '
She used Palm and Olive oils, the same 
rare oils which arc blended in Palmolive, 
,  She know that to have a fresh fine skin, 
thorough cleansing was neccss^y. The 
crude combination of Palm and Olive oils 
which was the best that even royalty could 
then obtain is now brought to perfection 
in Palmolive.
The girl of today, if she would be beau­
tiful, follows Cleopatra’s practice. Every 
day she cleanses the skin thoroughly with 
mild Palmolive Soap. Never docs she per­
mit cold cream, rriuge and powder to^ac- 
cumulate and clog the pores of the skm. 
She knows that, this starts irritation and 
1 blackheads, pimples and otherv blemishes 
result.
Palmolive with its mild creamy lather 
is lotion-like in its action. It freshens, 
revives and stimulates and leaves the skin 
delightfully fresh and rosy,
Thus a great luxury may be enjoyed at 
the price of'ordinary soap. You can _ pay 
more, but you can’t get a finer, milder 
cleanser. ■
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H E Y  w ere  discussing Insur­
ance. The Broker said;
"I b e lie v e  in in su ran ce, t  
handle s to c k s  and bonds Md 
have opportunities to pick and chojs® 
investments. But I figure it out this 
way. I f  I leave an estate entirely con- 
sistiner of stocks and bonds it cannitt 
be converted int'o im m e d i^ e  cash 
without* danger of considerable loss. 
So J am going to leave enough insur­
ance to provide a good proportion 01 
ready cash to be available during the 
settlement of my estate. I  thmk that 
is  sound business.'*
as safe and sure as money in the bank, 
and it affords your family protection 
in full from the start.”
“ You are perfectly right,” replied 
the banker. “A fair amount of ready 
money in the bank is, of course, al­
ways useful and reassuring. But, 1 
must admit, insurance in a company 
like the Mutual Life of Canada is just
-'Exactly,” retunned th e broker. 
“And fu rth erm ore, a M utual Life  
policy is an investment as well as a 
protection, as it divides its entire net 
profits among its participating policy­
holders. Last year the Mutual earned 
over 6.74%.” ^  '
“True,” assented the banker. “I have 
a Mutual Endowment policy coming 
due next year. On these participating 
Endowment plans the Mutual Life of 
Canada is at prcscrit paying at matur­
ity  from 20% to 100% more than the 
assured pajrs in! The protection in  
the long run costs nothing 1”
There are thousands of such case* In our 
records. If you want particulars clip this 
coupon now, fill it out and mail it to-day.
THE MUTUAL UFE
o f  C a n a d a t  W a t e r l o o  O n t a r i o
T h e  N e t  C o s t  L i f e  I n s u r a n c e  C o m p a n y
F i l l  o n t  a n d  
m a i l  u s  t h i s  
" I n f o r m a t i o n  
C a m p o n "  r e ­
g a r d in g  I n s u r ­
a n c e  a t  C o s t .
Please 
send me de*> 
tailed information aa to 
the Mutual Life System of In- 
' Burance at Cost, particularly cracera- 
ing the plan of policy I have specified below:
A g e .
N a m e . .
S t T c d  ildfdrasr.#**««*»#»******«**«»***v******************.....••••».*♦♦••••••••••*•••♦••••
P o s t  Oif/ce.,...........—...........................
jp Q fic y  JP/au •«••••—“——«-—*««**********»̂«************************************’******
r. ■
Il','
,M, . ' * 'I I ' ‘ . i ' N .
' ' * 'I \  i''’ v>'< . I  ̂ : '*M ,' , . ‘ ‘ <  ̂ '
JPAOB FOUR THE KEtOWRA COUIUICR AWU OKANAOAN ORCHARO^ST
TXiUHSPAY, SEPTEMBER 27,19^
P r o f e s s i o n a l  & T r a d e s
____  I 'i I i- I' • ‘  ^  - ' MM MUM—Imaaam mm
DR. J .  W. N. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. Pendori St. and Lowronco Avo.
; I fB U R N H  & W ED D ELLi  Barrister, SoHcltora and
■’V-
I Notaries Public •
I E. C. Weddell J • ®'**’"*I (Established 190^
KELOWNA, B. C.
NORRIS &  McWil l ia m s
BARlRISTERS, SOLICTORS,
n o t a r ie s
(Successors to R., B. KerrL
RowclIKo Block. Kelowna, B.y.
_1_ ■ •’ ’ " I l l-Ill ........
b a r r ist e r s , so lic ito r s ,
NOTARIES PUBLIC 
Wiilits Block Kelowna, B. C.
H ER BER T V. CRAIG
BARRISTER-AT-LAW 
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC
(late Registrar of Titles, Kam­
loops),
KELOWNA - B.C.
MRS. A. J .  PSnCHARD
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.. Si ver Medal­
ist (London, England). 
Studio: Pianoforte Lessons




F or Terms Phone 481
r- 32-tfc
THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
ahd SHEET METAL WORKS
W. G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
Phones: Bus. 164• Res. 91
P. O. Box 22
-i-— •' V. — . ; ■ ----- ------
v ERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO. ,
Quarrying and Cut Stone, Con­
tractors. Monuments, Tombstones 
and General Cemetery Work.  ̂
Designs and Prices may . be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
F . W . GROVES
, M.Can. Soc. C. E.
Consulting Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
' ■ Surveys and Reiwrls on Irrlijation Works Applications for Water Licenses
KELOWNA, B. C.
ABBOTT &  MoDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS An d
CIVIL eJn g in e e r s
Hewetson & Mantle Block I 
KELOWNA I■ ■ ■' ■ ■ • ■ J
J O S E P H  R O S S I
CONTRACTOR
Plastering and Masonry
Office: , - D. Chapman Bam
Phone 298
WOOD FOR SALE
Pine and Fir. Quality and quan­
tity guaranteed. Pricet SS.'dO,
J. W. C. THOMPSON 
Phone 3154
The 6reat West Life Assurance Go.
Head Office, Winnipeg, Man. 
Result of Policy in Vancouver
A gentleman connected with 
the Bank of Commerce in Van­
couver, oi\ Sept. 1st, 1908, had a 
20 Payment Life policy issued 
to him by The Great-West Life 
Assurance Co.
The quinquennial dividends 
were accumulated to lessen the 
number of. payments.
On Sept. 1st, 1922, fourteen 
years from the date of the policy 
It was fully paid up, and he re­
ceived in cash $20.65.
It was really a 14 Payment 
Life.
He will receive dividends on 




h a v e  v o u r  -
BU1TER WRArPERS
Printed at The Courier Office
STORAGE OR DRY, of all eizca.
REN TA L b a t t e r i e s  
i u U  a t your acrvicc.
BATTERY and IG N ITIO N  
PARTS
RADIO SETS AND RADIO
Wc wire any radio hook up you 
wiah for your act.





who serves jplenty of BREAD 
on her table is sure of three 
things.*’—
B E T T E R  BALANCED MEALS 
SA TISFIED  A PPE T IT E S  
A BIG SAVING ON H E R  
W EEK LY  FOOD BILL.
IDEAL BREAD
YOUR BEST FOOD VALUE.
SutherlaDd’s Bakery










To any address in the British Empire 
$2.50 per year. To the United 
States and other foreign countries 
$3.00 per year.
The COUBJIER docs hot necessarily 
endorse the sentiments of any 
contributed article.
To ensure acceptance, all in^uiuscript 
should be legibly written on one 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
Letters to the editor will not be ac­
cepted for publication over a “nom 
dc plume’'; the writer’s correct name 
must be appended.
LOCAI^
Contributed matter received after 
Wednesday noon will nof be pub 
lished until the following week.
ADVERTISING RATES 
Classified Advertisements—Such as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted, 
etc., under heading '‘Want Ads." 
First insertion, 15 cents per line; 
each additional insertion, without 
change of matter, 10 cents per line, 
Minimum charge per week, 3(' 
cents. Count five words to line., 
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as a word 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/o 
. The Courier, if desired, 10 ceqts 
,extra.' .
Transient and Contract Advertise­
ments—Rates quoted on application 
Legal 'and Municipal Advertising- 
First insertion, IS cents per line 
each subsequent insertion, 10 cents 
per line.
Contract advertisers will please note 
that; to insure insertion in the cur­
rent week’s issue, all , changes of 
advertisementis must reach this 
office by Monday night. This rule 
is in the mutual interests of patrons 
and publisher, to avoid a congestion 
on Wednesday and Thursday and 
consequent night work, and tc 
facilitate publication of The Courier 
so as to reach country customers 
before Saturday. *
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N EW  SH IPM EN T O F
. Fine
English China
IN  ROYAL DOULTON, 
W EDGW OOD, 
AYNSLEY, ETC.
Consisting of Gups and Sau­
cers, Bowls, Cream and Sugars, 
Jugs, Plates, Vases, etc., in the 
newest creations of the potter’s 
art. ■ . ■ '  ■
We are most enthusiastic ov­
er many of the new pieces and 
invite all lovers of Fine China 
to come in a t their leisure and 










Phone your requirements to 
371
Yard - - - Cawston Ave.
Office: at The Jenkins Co. barn
AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE
W e have a Policy tha t pro­
tects yow in case of accident 
against— ^
Liability for injuries to any 
person;
Damage to property of 
o thers;
Damage to your own' car ;
Fire in the garage or any­
where.
INSURANCE AGENTS
M cTa vish  &  W liillis
'Insurance Real Estate
miinimiimMNtMumimtimiiimtmiiimiMiMtmiimimiimtmmimimnminrMiimmtimitiimiimj;
O rc h a rd  R u n
lUimiuiiiHtmiiiiiiuiittuiummiiimiHmiHimiiiiiniMtiiiiiiimiimuimiiiiiimiiimMiiiiMmMitMiiir
FALL FAIR NEXT WEEK
, This is a last reminder to one and all 
that Kelowna’s Fall Fair will be helc 
next week.. Tuesday will be devoted to 
judging and the exhibition building wil 
be open to the public on Wednesday 
and Thursday. Most of the exhibits are 
required to be at the hall by Monday 
evening. Detailed information as to the 
prizes offered and. the regulations gov­
erning exhibits î  given in the prize 
list, copies of which may be obtained 
from the Secretary, Mr. H. G. M. Wil­
son, of Mantle & Wilson, Ltd., Ber­
nard Ave.
A programme of good, live sport will 
be provided on the afternoon of the 
two open days, and there will be a 
number of side-shows and amusement 
features for young and old. So let all 
forget their troubles for the time being 
and hie them to the' Fall Fair-!
This is a crucial year in the history 
of the Agricultural Society, and it de­
pends upon the results of this; year’s 
exhibitipn whether the existence of the 
Society will continue. Not only a large 
attendance and corresponding revenue 
in _ gate receipts will be required but 
there must be a good showing of ex­
hibits to give the Directors encourage­
ment and warrant them to carry on. 
They are working hard in the interests 
of the Society and, although busy men, 
are giving their time without remunera­
tion or even hope of thanks, and the 
least that the community can do is to 
back them up to the utmost limit with 
a bumper attendance and a hall and 
yard crowded with exhibits.
The Bank of Toronto is opening up 
branch at. Merritt.
A BAND
Once more the problem of carrying 
on a good brass band in Kelowna !has 
bobbed up for solution, the erstw’hile 
City Band apparently being moribund. 
At least, nothing has been heard of it 
in a literal sense during the past sum­
mer and practices apparently have been 
abapdoned. It has been suggested that 
the usual subscription list be circulated 
to provide funds for the purchase of 
instruments, but it is only three years 
since a substantial sum was collected 
for this purpose and a tag day held. 
What has become of the money or of 
the instruments, if purchased ?
It seems difficult to carry on a band 
in Kelowna as a permanent organiza­
tion. The first one dates as far back 
as 1894, but there has been no con­
tinuity of existence, and it would be 
interesting to know how many sub­
scriptions have been taken up each 
time a new start was made. The most 
practical solution of the chief cause of 
expense, the instruments, would be to 
vest them in the City as trustee, to be 
issued to individuals only upon a re­
ceipt and bond calling for their return 
to the City’s custody upon the bands­
man concerned resigning from the band 
or leaving the tow-n, or upop the band 
going out of existence. In the event 
of some such system being inaugurated, 
the whereabouts of cverj- instrument 
could be traced in thc"̂  case of the 
band becoming  ̂moribund, and they 
could be gathered in so as to be on 
hand for a fresh start, or thtir value 
could , be recovered from those rcs- 
p6nsiblc. Without some provision of 
this sort, it is not very likely that much 
enthusiasm will be shown in contribu­
ting to a fresh purchase of instruments 
for band purposes.
Some idea of the amount of traffic 
over the new Pacific Highway can he 
gleaned from the fact that no less than 
24,578l cars crossed the border at 
Blaiiiq from July 1st to September 10.
Mr. A. C. Poole left today for Tor­
onto on a combined business an'd pleas­
ure trip. He expects to be away about 
six Weeks.
The many friends of Mr. Kingslcv 
Morgan will be glad to know that af­
ter a severe operation for appendicitis 
he is now making a speedy recovery.
Very many friends will be glad to 
hear that the condition of Miss Mary 
Stiilingflect, who is a patient at the 
Kelowna General Hospital, is irnprov- 
ing-
Mrs. Asher, of the teaching staff of 
the Public School, made a trip to Ver­
non over the week-end in order to visit 
her father, Mr. J. Short, jvho was ser­
iously ill, but who, we arc glad to 
state, is now recovering.
Thq Right Rev. J. C. Farthing, D.D 
Bishop of Montreal, will be a visitor i  
the cityneXt week and will address i 
meeting on October 5th in the Parish 
Church on the ̂ general work of the An­
glican Churcl^n Canada.
We arc requested to state that Mrs. 
H. Williams was elected, recording se­
cretary of the, Parent-Teacher Associa­
tion at the annual meeting of that or­
ganization held last week, and not Mr. 
A. Smith, as announced by the chair­
man, in error.
Miss M. R. McClung, successor 
Miss J. M. Hardy in the position o 
Public Health Nurse for the Kelowna 
district, arrived here last Thursday 
from Vancouver. Miss McClung unti 
recently was in the Public Health Scr 
vice of , the. Manitoba Government.
The Rev. C. E. Davis, M.A., T.C.D 
Vicar of Golden, is coming to Kelowna 
early next month and will have charge 
of the outlying stations of the Anglican 
Church in this district, an arrangement 
which will relieve the Ven., Archdeacon 
T. Greene of a large portion of his ar 
duous duties.
Mr, E. F. Hutchings, President o; 
the Great West Saddlery Company o: 
Winnipeg, accompanied by Mr. anc 
Mrs. R. J. Hutchings, motored to the 
city on Tuesday from Vernon and spent 
the time here in looking up old friends 
and making a short tour of the. Bench­
es, Jeaving the san\e evening, for Pen,- 
ticton. •
Mr. P. C. A. Anderson, of Vancou 
ver, a former resident of the citjj, was 
a passenger on the s.s. "Sicamous ’ yes­
terday. He was accompanied by his 
daughters Patsy and Ola, whom many 
■here \will, remember, and who are rnak- 
ing quite a reputation for themselves 
as classic dancers on the Chautauqua 
circuit. They were on their way to 
Salmon Arm after having given an 
exhibition of their skill at Summerland
Mr. arid Mrs. A. Fleming and family 
of Salmon Arm, motored to town on 
Tuesday and are spending a, few days 
with Mr, and Mrs. B. Kernaghan. On 
leaving Vernon they took the wrong 
road and travelled towards the heac 
of Okanagan Lake, eventually reaching 
the Westbank ferry wharf by way o: 
the Westshore road. They describe 
this route, as passable, as long, as no 
car is met coming in the opposite dir­
ection,, but very rough going.
On Sunday .morning at 11.45 the fire 
alarm was sounded, a blaze having 
started in the dumb waiter shaft at the 
Kelowna General Hospital. The Bri­
gade made a wonderfully quick res­
ponse, getting away ■ from the Fiire 
Hall before the siren had ceased its 
wails, and the fire was extinguished by 
the use of chemical. No damage was 
done to any part of the building ex­
cept the shaft of the <iurnb_ ■waiter, 
which 'was put out of commission.
At the regular meeting of the Kelow 
na Women’s Institute, which took 
place yesterday afternoon at the Elks’ 
Hall, Miss J. M. Hardy, who had been 
offered a position at the Saanich Health 
Centre, handed in her resignation as 
Public Health Nurse for this district, 
which was accepted. The members of 
the Institute decided to offer a special 
prize for the best collection of fancy 
work exhibited at the Fall Fair, and 
to serve afternoon tea on both days.
A meeting of car' owners ■who had 
joined the British Columbia Automo­
bile Association took place at the Pal­
ace Hotel last evening. Twenty-six 
\Vcre present and the chair was taken 
bv Mr. E. W. Wilkinson,' Mr. E. O. 
MacGinnis acting as secretary. After 
discussion and the reading of corres­
pondence, it was unanimously voted to 
dissolve the local branch of.that assoc­
iation and this was done, after which a 
branch.:9 f the Automobile Club of Bri­
tish Columbia was formed for Kelowna 
and district.
Now that the summer season is over, 
basketball enthusiasts are busy arrang­
ing for their favourite winter pastime 
and a meeting w ill be held by them in 
the Board of Trade Hall tomorrow ev­
ening for the purpose of ^making ar­
rangements for the coming season. 
Last winter this place had an excep­
tionally large number of players, and 
the expectation is that still more will 
enjoy the sport this season. It is ex­
pected that riiost of the games will be 
played in- the Scout Hs-h- that it
will be necessary to allot hours for the 
different teams. The. Kelowna Basket­
ball Club has been self-supporting for 
the past four years, but is looking for­
ward to receiving some financial asr 
sistance from the K. A.' A. C., so that 
more matches can be played out of 
town and that - the club, can compete 
for the Okanagan championship, for 
hich a fine cup has been donated.w
The cannery-at Cawston is putting 
up about 250 cases of tomatoes per day, 
the product being shipped steadily to 
Calgary, Edmonton, Saskatoon rind,
other prairie points.
* m 0
The construction of the Second Nar­
rows Bridge, which will afford direct 
traffic between Vancouver and North 
Vancouver, was commenced on the 13th 
of this month. It is expected that at 
least eighteen months will be required 
to complete this structure.
Grocery Special  ̂ with 
Free Delivery
Ncilaon’s Ghoco- 
late Bar ,̂ 6 for 
Mixed Nuts, per lb. 20c 
Swift’s Persian Toilet 
Soap, 3 large cakes, 25c 
Mixed Peels, lb. .'... 30c
SEE OUR COUNTER 
BARGAINS for the 
Week End.
<<Where Cash Beats Credit’*
Grocery Specials with 
Free Delivery
Our Own Brand Choice 
Creamery Butter 
2 lbs. for O tIL
Fumertou's Royal Blend
Tea, per lb.............  7Sc
Chase & Sanborn’s 
fr,csh ground . Coffee,
per lb............     50o
British Consol Cigar­
ettes, 2 for 25c
FOR MEN,
A  d i s p l a y  t h a t  p r o v e s  t h a t  t h i s  s t o r e  i s  a b l e  t o  s e l l  u n d e r w e a r
a t  r e m a r k a b l e  l o w  p r i c e s .
Ladies’ Fleeced Bloomers, 36 to 
42, elastic at waist and knee ....tP  J L o v v
Ladies’ Fleeced Vests with strap or 
short sleeves, at ..................... ..........
Ladies’ Health Brand Vests, -)4 sleeve
at 90c
Ladies’ Combinations, in short sleeves, elbow 
sleeves and no sleeves ; 
at, per suit ..............................
Misses’ and children’s Fleeced Bloomers 
at ...».... .............. . 7Sc, 85c and 9Sc '
Misses’ and Children’s Vests in white and 
natural combinations; ^ ’"1 7 1 ^
' priced from ............... . J -o  9 O
Penm an’s natural Merino Underwear for men, 
soh and comfortable; 
at, per suit ...................................
Men’s All Wool Underwear, heavy weight, 
shirts made double breasted, at per suit $3.75 
a g arm en t........................................ ...........$1..95
Velvo Knit Combinations, all 7 ^
wool, medium weight* a suit ........ v O *  I  v
Men’s mixed cotton and wool
Combinations, medium weight, V i t a l * v v
Boys’ Fleeced Underwear in separate 
garments or combinations, from .... f  tR-V ,
Boys’ mixed cotton and wool Underwear, in­
separate garm ents or Combinations, in rib-^ 
bed or flat knit ..... .......... .'.... ........ — 90c up
W o m e n ' s  H o s e  
F o r  F a l l
W omen’s Ribbed Hose in cotton and wool 
mixtures, at per pair ................ 45c and ,60c
■ ■ >■ ■ ■ ' '■ , ■
Women’s all wool heather mixture/ Hose in 
both plain and ribbed; 
at, per pair ....
Wornen’s all wool heather Hose ; ^ " |  O f i  
with fancy clocks, at per pair
Women’s pure silk Radium Hose, (Q K
full fashion, at phr pair v JL’o v SR
Girls’ heavy all wool ribbed Hosb, in tan 
shade, sizes7 j4  to 9, at $1.00 and $1.15
Boys’ and Girls’ , heavy cotton ribbed Hose, in 
black and brown, good fall weight, 
in all sizes up. to 10, at per pair O O C /
M en's Leatherriined ■ 
Boots fo r Fall
For men who do considerable walking this 
boot means comfort and economy. Best qual­
ity calf uppers, viscolized solqs,
, double shank, special at, pair ...I v 0 * 0  v
Men’s heavy W ork Shoes of solid leather 
counters, double sole, waxed sewn, stan­
dard screw and stitched. ^ / i
Our Special, per pair .......... .
Boys’ W aterproof Shoes with double soles.
, waxed Stitched, sizes 11 to 13 ; O K
at, per pair .................
Sizes 1 to 5 at ..... . . $4.95
Boys’ heavy tan Shoes with slug soles, a won­
derful shoe for the money ; s iz e s ^ > i  <rfcp^
1 to 5, per p a i r ......... ...................  V ^ * ^ 0
Girls’ calf high top School Shoes in dark 
brown shade, sizes 11 to 2 ;
/ Special, per pair V O *  i  v
IF YOUR PIANO IS WORTH 
ANYTHING IT IS WORTH '
EXPERT TUNING
Any Other Kind Will Ruin It.
A LV IN  E. PER K IN S
a-stricfly independent tuner, and Ae 
best recommetjded man in Canada, 
with '30 yqars of valuable factory 
and other experience, stands f o r  
positively the best in Jhe profession 
of tuning and repairing of pianos. 
Honesty of purpose 'and conscien­
tious workmanship, arid strongly 
endorsed by the best authority in 
Canada—piano manufacturers who 
are positively particular where they 
put their signature, as follows:— 






Gerhard Heintzmaii House, 
Vancouver.
Prof. J. D. A. Tripp, Vancouver 
Mason & Risch Co.
And others.
Mr. Perkins will be in Kelowna in a 




W hy worry when the 
Kelowna Auto Painters
can blot out all the stains and 
troubles on your car and make 
it look like a real 
FACTORY F IN ISH E D  JOB
Estimates given on all work. 
No job too large, no job too small. 
Correspondence regarding work and 
terms is specially invited from out­
side points.
Work Reliable. Prices Reasonable. 
Works:
SU TH ERLA N D ’S GARAGE
LAWRENCE AVE.
Box 692 Kelowna, ,B. C.




SIN G  L E E
Shoe Repairer
Begs to inform his patrons that he 
has removed to new premises on 
LAWRENCE AVENUE 
next to The Oil Shop, where he will 
he pleased to receive the continued 
patronage of old customers and al­
so welcome new ones., Large stock 
of high-class Shoes at reasonable 
prices. P.O. Box 56
SPECIAL PRIZE LIST
K ELO W N A  FA LL FAIR, OCTOBER 2nd, 3rd and 4th, 1923
.—Best Dairy Herd, not fewer than five animals. Cup, given by The Royal 
Bank of Canada.
.—^̂ Best Dairy Cow, any breed. Cup,' gi'v'en by the Bank of Montreal.
.— B̂est Dairy Cow with two or'more of her progeny. Gup, given by The 
Canadian Bank of Commerce.
.—Best Pen of not fewer than five dairy cattle, any breed. Prize, $20.00, 
given by E. R. Bailey.
.—Judging Competition, open to boys, 16 years and under. Competition to 
consist of judging. Special Prize given by E, R. Bailey.’ 1st Prize, 
$6.00; Second. Prize, $4.00;. given by Casorso Bros., Limited.
Best Collection of Vegetables and Field Roots, grown from ‘‘Royal Stah- 
dard” seeds. First Prize, $10.00; Second Prize, $5.00; given by the 
Vancouver Milling and Grain Co., Ltd., through the Kelowna Grow­
ers’ Exchange.
Best Bushel of named Spring Wheat. Prize, $10.00; given by the Alberta. 
Pacific Grain Co.', Ltd., through the Kelowna Growers' ExchangCi 
,—Greatest number of entries in Divisions VII (Vegetables) and VIII (Field 
Produce). $10.00, given by F. W. Pridham.
,-j-Grcatest number of entries in Division IX (Fruit), $15.00, given by F.
W. Pridham. -
—Greatest number of points gained for p̂lates of apples. Five points for 
1st, three for 2nd, two for 3rd. Prize, $5.00, given by Westminster 
Brewery," Limited.
—Best Display of Apples, 5 in ca’ch.platc, of the following varieties:—rWag-- 
ner, Delicious. Newtown, and McIntosh., Prize, $10.00, given by Geo. 
Roweliffe, Ltd.
—Greatest number of entries in Division X (Floral). $10,0U, given by the 
Victoria-Phoenix Brewing Co,, Ltd.
—Best two Loaves of Bread, bako  ̂ from “Purity Flour.” First Pn'zc, 98-lb. 
sack of “Purity Flour;’’ Second Prize, 49-lb. sack of “Purity Flour;’’ 
Third Prize, 24-lb, sack of “Purity Flour;” given by the Western 
Canada Flour Mills Co., SLtd., through the Kelowna Growers Ex­
change. Certificates to accompany exhibits that same were made from 
"Purity Flour.” \  ■
—Best two Loaves of Bread, made Vom Ogilvic’s “Royal Household Flour.
Prize, 98-lb. sack of flour, givenNivlJic/McKcnzie Co. Ltd. ^
—Largest Assortment of Fruit in Sealers. Prize, S-lb. box of Gartong s 
Chocolates, giveii by The McKenzie Co., Ltd. t> •
—Greatest number of points won in Tent Pegging Competitions. Prize, 
box of cigars, given by J. V. Ablctt. „
—Best Knitted Dress or Suit. Prize, $3.00, given by Mrs. F. W. Pridham. 
—Pair Socks, knitted by girl 16 or under. Prize, $2.00, given by Mrs. F. 
W. Pridham. , .  ̂ .
Best Collection of Fancy Work, not fewer than 6 pieces or more than 
10. Prize,. $6.00, given by Kelowna Women’s Institute.
PO U LTRY
All Special Prizes apply to Exhibition or Utility (Egg Type) exhibits, if 
not otherwise specified. Displays will apply to cither Exhibition or Utility,
°la—Bfcs? Display Exhibited, including any or all varicrics. Prize, Challenge 
Cup. value $100.00. given by the Occidental Fruit Co,, Ltd. Cup 
must be won three times before becoming the property of the exhibitor, 
2a—Best Display of Plymouth Rocks. Prize, Challenge Cup, value $20.00, 
given by Frank Powick, Independent Meat Market. Cup must be won
three tiiries before becoming the property of jthc exhibitor.^
,?a—Best Display of Wyandottes. Prize, Challenge Cup, value $25.00, given 
by Okanagan Canning Company, Cup must be won three times bpforc 
becomini? the oroperty 6f the exhibitor.
4 a -B c s tS 7 (E K f?  Type) Pen Light Breeds. Prize, $5.00, given by Faulk-
Sa-BcsrMalc/American Class. Prize, 7-lb. tin Karswood’s Poultp/ Spice, 
Riven by J. V. Ablctt, Feed Department, Occidental Fruit Co., Ltd. 
6a—Best Exhibit of Buff Leghorns. Prize, sack of flour, given by Kelowna 
Poultry Association, Ltd.
BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ EXHIBITS 
Rule:—Birds shall have been raised by exhibitor.
7i—Best'Display of White Rocks. Prize, Challenge Cup, valu(r:$25.00, given 
/a Dawson, Vice-President, Kelowna Poultry and Pet Stock
Association. Cup to be won three times before becoming the pro- 
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insertion: IS cents per line;
each additional insertion. 10 cents 
per line. Minimum charge per 
week,' 30 cents.
In estimating the cost of an adver- 
Tti lenient, aubjcct to the minimum
ehargo as stated above, each initial, 
^abbreviation or group of figures not 
^exceeding five counts as onc_ word, 
jaiid five words count as one lihc.
If BO desired, advertisers may have 
rfcplicfl adclrcfiHcd to a box mtnibcr, 
icare of The Courier, and forwarded 
■4o their private address, or delivered 
.on call at office. For this service, add 
10 cents to cover postage or filing.
Arinouncements
Fifteen cento per line, each inser­
tion; minimum charge. 30 centm 
Count five words to line. Each 
initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts aa 
word. '' '' , '̂
IWlHIUWIlllMIIMtmi** iwwnwwiwiiwiHiwmmtwHfli inHMtHMtHMtHmtl
Local and Personal
Mrs. J. P. McGarrity returned home 
from the Coast on Monday.
Dr. Mathison, dentist. Willits’ Block, 
tclcplioiic 89.  ̂ ^
E, Ji PETTIGREW, Painter. Phone 
431; Box 310. 36-tfc.
Mr. L. A. B. Hutton, of Calgary, is 
the guest of Mr. and Mrs, J. H. Broad.
Mr. R. Haldane has sold out his jit- 
uoy business to Mr. Cliarlcs Shilling- 
ford.
FOR SALE—Miscellaneous
FOR SALE—Studebaker Light Six, 
only travelled 7,000 miles. Sparc tire, 
f̂iilly equipped; $925.00. Applyi No. 402,
For The Best,
Go To Alsgard’s. 
m * ' *
Miss Nancy Borthwick, Bcrd.nrd 
Avc., is prepared to take pupils (be­
ginners) fpr tl\c pianoforte, and would 
teach at pupils residence. Moderate 
terms. Phone 454. 50-tfc
Mrs. J. A. Wilkie is leaving next 
45-tfc Monday to join Mr. Wilkie, who 'is 
now living in Aberdeen, Wash.
Courier. 6-lp
f o r  BARGAINS in fprnitiirc, ranges,
linoleum, beds, ctcy call , and inspect 
■the large variety at Jones & Tempest,4-tfc
MAXWELL TRUCIC for s.ile. Over- 
sized tires. Apply, T. Leader. 4-4c
FOR SALE—Furniture* by privatê
, sale. Phbhc 137* , ,
FOR SALE—Five horse power Sclio- 
ficld-Hblden motor Imat engine. Bar­
gain. Write No. 368, Courier. 37-ttc
BICYCLES—Rebuilt arid used wheels 
. for sale. Swap your oW ̂ boneshakw 
in  on a new J?* ^
Bport Store, Pendozi St. Phone 347.6-3c
NO SHOOTING notices on sale at 
The Courier Office.
FOR SALE OR R E N T —Remington 
■' typewriter No. 10. Spurrier s. o-lc
PURE-BRED BERKSHIRE. SOW, 
with second litter of. eight pigs, for 
sale, or will exchange for good cow, 
r̂esh or about to freshen. Box^li, 
Westbank.
FOR SALE^—Two ladies’ bicycles, 
good order, $30.00 each. Apply quick­
ly to A. Carruthers. 0-lp
W ANTED—Mtscenaneous
'W A N T E D -E n g lish  hammerless shot
guns. Spurrier s. 6-tfc
WANTED—Ads in this column bring 
results. Fifteen cents a line, each 
additional insertion, ten cents per line. 
Minimum charge per week,. 30 cents.
WANTED—Orders for RUBBER 
STAMPS; made on the premises.
Courier Office. Kelowna
■WANTED—3 h.p. stationary gas e«- 
gine. J. F. Roberts, Phone 278jR4.
Mrs. J. A. Wilkie begs to announce 
that she is vacating her hairdressing 
parlburs, and is leaving immediately to 
join Mr. Wilkie at Aberdeen, Wash. 
■In making this intimation Mrs, Wilkie 
desires to tender her grateful thanks 
to all those who have so kindly and 
generously favoured her with their 
patronage. fi-lp
Having purchased the transfer busi­
ness of Mr, Charles Nicholl, I beg to 
solicit the patronage of the public of 
Kelowna. Will be ready for orders on 
October 4th. LEWIS HOLMAN, 
phones 72 and 254.̂  6*2c
Keep your eye bn Chapin’s window 
for Friday and Saturday candy specials.
■ ■ ■ ,  ■ 5-tfc
Mrs. Warren, ol Toronto, Chief 
Commissioner for Canada of the Can- 
atlian Girl Guides’ Association, is pay­
ing a visit to the various Girl Guide 
Companies throughout the Valley, and 
will address a, public meeting in the 
Parish Hall, Sutherland Avenue, on 
Tuesday; October 2nd, at 8 p.m. This 
meeting is open to the public, and all 
interested in this movement and all 
societies, especially 1.0.D.E. and the 
Boy Scouts’ Auxiliary, are asked to be 
present. It ; is 'an opportunity none 
should miss as it not often falls to our 
lot to hear one so well informed, ®od 
at the head of her association. o-lc
* "
A general meeting of the Kelowna 
Lswti Tennis Club will be held in the 
Club Pavilion at 4 p.m. on Saturday, 
September 29th. All playing members 
are requested to attend; business: gen­
eral. E. W. Barton, Hon. Sec.-Treas.
■ 5-2c
See The Courier hext week for ad. 
of Coihmunity Bottling Service  ̂ They 
have a most attractive proposition to 
make in regard to filling your, ^ p ty  
bottles with Community Spirit brand
1 .J— f 6-lp
Miss E. MacGlashan, who had been 
Visiting Mr. and Mrs, D. K. Gordpn, 
returned oil' Monday to Vancouver,
Mr. Wm, Mudge is now able to he 
round and about after a long siege of 
sickness at the Kelowna General 
pital.
Mr. F. W. McLainc, of Vancouver, in­
spector for the Globe Indemnity Com­
pany of Canada, is staying at the Lakc-i 
view.
Mr. Frank Latta returned last \yeek 
to Saskatoon, where he will, continue 
his studies at the University of Saska­
tchewan.
Mf. H. Tiitt, of the Dominion Ex­
press Company, is taking a holiday, 
which he is spending in visiting points 
in this district.
Mr. Grote Stirling went to the Coast 
on Thursday by car. He was accom­
panied by the Misses Gwendolen and 
Barbara Grote Stirling, who will study 
at the University of B. C.
Box-holders qre receiving printed re­
minders from the postal authorities to 
place their name .Tind address on the 
outside of their letters and parcels, so 
that any such articles can he returned 
promptly unopenê d, if tlicy cannot he 
delivered. Undelivcr.ihlc articles with 
no name and address on the outside 
have to go to the Dead Letter Office.
Dr. P. A; M. Lystcr,, of Montreal, 
who has paid this district several visits 
in the past, arrrived in town again diir'- 
ing this week and has made up his 
mind to settle here and start a practice. 
He is a graduate of McGill University 
and for eighteen months was surgeon 
at the Royal Jubilee Hospital, Moil' 
trcal. Mrs. Lystcr and family will join 
him later.
th e  Post Office and the Customs 
Office both made rapid moves of loca­
tion at the week-end, exchanging quar­
ters. All equipment was transferred 
and both offices were open for busi­
ness as usual on Monday. The new 
arrangement h:is provided the postal 
staff with greatly enlarged accommoda­
tion, while the Customs will have am­
ple space for requirements.
The firm of Geo. Roweliffe, Ltd., re­
ports that advices reaching them from 
prairie points indicate that this ycai; 
has been a much better one for the 
prairie farmer than 1922, and that this 
improvement is reflected in collections. 
The management state that there is a 
very good demand for McIntosh ap­
ples at the present time, and that other 
fruits have moved well this season.
The Royal Bank of Canada has op­
ened a branch at Penticton, with tem­
porary premises on Front Street which 
will he occupied only for a month or 
80, when a move will he made to per­
manent quarters on Main Street, next 
the Post Office. Tile work of inaugur­
ating the branch was superintended by 
Mr. H. F. Rees, manager at Kelowna, 
who returned lionie tliis.wcck after in­
stalling as manager of the new office 
Mr. M. D. Ross, who was accountant 
lerc for about three years during the 
war period and later was manager of 
the branches at Pcuchlaiul,  ̂ Langley 
Prairie and Alice Arm. Mr. Ross iias 
many friends here wlio are glad that iie 
las returned to the Okanagan. Pen­
ticton, Vernon and Kelowna all have 
offices now of the three leading Can­
adian hanks, the Bank of Montreal, tlic 
Royal and tlic Canadian Bank of Com­
merce.,
The Toronto “Saturday Night" of 
the 22nd p£ this month contains an ex­
cellent photograph of the Kelowna Re­
gatta together with a short but eulo­
gistic write up of that event.
■Young Jack Stewart, o f . East Kel­
owna, who had his arm broken last 
Saturday through a fall from a bicycle, 
was takei|'bn Monday to the Kelowna 
General Hospital, where his injury was' 
attended. to.
On Saturday afternoon a special 
meeting of the Red Cross Society was 
icld at the home of the President, Mrs. 
J. W. Jones, in order to discuss what 
should he done by the society in the 
way of contributing ito the fund for 
Japanese relief. It was unanimously 
decided to forward one hundred dollars 
through the City Council for assist-r 
ance to the sufferers from the recent 
earthquake.
From the 17th to the 23rd, inclusive, 
the Relowna Growers’ Exchange ship­
ped nincty-oUc cars of fruit and vege­
tables. These were mostly mixed ship­
ments, whicli included large tiuantitics 
of onions. Fifteen cars of Macs and 
Wcalthics and one of Cox’s Orange 
were exported to the United Kingdom. 
Large shipments of Hyslop Crabs, 
prunes,' plums and Flemish Beauty 
pears have been made to prairie points, 
and these varieties of fruit have been 
cleaned up. Straight sliipments of high 
grade McIntosh apples were made as 
rollovvs:, to Toronto, four cars; to 
Montreal, three cars; to Sudbury, 
North Bay and Fort William, one car 
each. All the departments of the Ex­
change arc very rushed with work now. 
There is a shortage 'of male hfelp at 
the present time and an effort has been 
made to secure men through the Gov-, 
ernment Labour Agency at Yerrion.
Miss L. E. King, who was at one 
time .teacher. of domestic science at the 
'Kelowna High and Public Schools, was 
.the guest of Mrs. M. Edwards and 
other friends over the week end on her 
way to Toronto.




Lodging provided. Favourable con­
ditions. • Apply at once, VVestbank Co- 
■ operative Growers’ Association. o-lc
A meeting will be held . on Friday, 
OctobeV 5th, in the Scout HaU at 8.30 
p.m., for all former Scouts or Scooters, 
over the age of 18 years who are in­
terested in the local formation of the
Rover Scouts. 6-lc
Mr. G. G. McBride, manager of the 
Okanagan Branch of the B. C. Poul- 
trymen’s Exchange, Vernon, has been 
transferred to Victoria. A new manager
for the Okanagan Branch i? to be ap­
pointed this evening.
Those who intend to take part in the 
photo contest arranged by the man­
agement of the Empress Theatre should 
jear in mind that the pictures must 
reach Mr. F. W. Simmons before the 
end of this month. Now that theAvea- 
ther has turned fine again there will 
)c ample opportunity to obtain good 
•views before the end of this.week, after, 
which the chance of® winning twenty 
free admissions to the th-fcatre will ho 
a thing of the past. «
■-WANTED—Janitor for Scout Hall.
Duties.to begin at 3 p.m. each day 
-except Sundays. Apply by letter, stat­
ing salary expected, to J. BM1>
Kelowna. ■____
20-tfc
WANTED—Probationers for the Fall 
class in Kelowna Hospital. Apply, 
Mrs. Wilmot. matron. 48-tfc
. Plan to meet 
your friends at 
CHAPIN’S 
. ♦ ♦ ♦ .
KELOWNA CHORAL SOCIETY. 
—A general meeting of the Society will 
be held on Monday, October 1st, at the 
Parish Hall, Sutherland Avenue, at 8 
to decide on the season’s work
Mr. J. L. Gayton, of Summerland, 
formerly of the teaching staff : of the 
Kelowna Public School, was a- passen­
ger on the s.s. “Sicamous’’ on Satur­
day en route to Brandon, where he 
will take a course in arts at Brandon 
College. ;
Most of the small sloughs in the City 
Park have been filled up with sawdust 
and the work of levelling up still 
proceeding. The large piece of swampy 
ground not far from the Aquatic Club 
is now being attended to, and is point­
ed put by, many people as being the 
•best possible site for a tourist camp 
to be found in the entire Park. It is 
generally hoped that the work of lev­
elling it off will be completed this fall, 
or at any rate before next spring..
p.m.
TO RENT
and to make preparations for practices. 
Intending new members are especially
invited. 6-lc♦ ♦ •
F.OR RENT—5-roomed bungalow, 
with cellar, water supply in kitchen, 
-two miles from town. Apply, J;'-A. 
.3igger. Phone 390-R4. . 5*tfc
WANTED TO RENT
John Borthwick, Bepard Avenue, 
teacher of Pianoforte and Singing,'has 
resumed teaching. Mr. Borthwick has 
a few vacancies for which early appli­
cation is requested. Phone 454. 3-tfc 
♦ * •
.Mr. George W. Cunningham receiv­
ed the sad news on Monday of the 
death of his sister, Mrs. R. N. Walsh, 
of Huntingdon, P. Q- The deceased 
lady died last Sunday, following an 
operation at the Montreal General 
Hospital.
WANTED. TO RENT-r5 or 6-room 
modern house, furnished or unfur­
nished. Apply, No. 403, Courier. 6-lp
FOUND
FOUND—Collie pup, Monday, morn­
ing. Phone 93. 6-lc
LOST
LOST—Will the party who took belt 
frorli silo filling outfit belonging to 
.A. L. Cross; on Monday night, please 
■return it at once and save further ex- 
. 6-lc:pense:
PHOTO CONTEST OPEN TO 
ALL. The management of the Em­
press Theatre desire to obtain a photo­
graph of the entrance to the theatre, 
the improvements, to which are now 
nearing completion, offer two
prizes of 20 free admissions each for 
the best proof sent in, one for the best 
amateur picture and- one for the best 
professional view. The winning com­
petitors are to furnish the negative pf 
the chosen photos, no proofs will be 
returned and the decision of the mana­
ger is to be final. Do not take the 
photos till, the Theatre Entrance is 
completely finished. Mark all entries
Oyama Irrigation District has been 
constituted under Letters Patent pub­
lished in “The British Columbia Gaz­
ette ” last week. Its area includes por­
tions of Sections 1, 2, 11, 12 and 14, 
Township 14, Osoyoos Division of 
Yale District.
Mrs. J. McNamara and her daughter, 
Miss Mary McNamara, were visitors of 
Mrs. J. E. White over the week-end, 
returning to their home in Seattle on 
Monday morning. It was the intention 
of these two ladies to walk from Seat­
tle to the boundary, finishing the rest 
of the journey to Kelowna by stage, 
with the idea of having ample oppor­
tunity of seeing the country, but they 
found the courtesy of Ajnerican motor­
ists too great a temptation and secured 
lifts most of the way.
FOR SALE—RIFLES ~
1 Schoeiiauer-Mannlicher 6 )̂2, new, $70. 
1 .32 Remington Special, rcg. $60, ^5.00 
1 .303 Winchester British, reg.$75, $30.00 
.2 .25-20 Winchester, reg. $45, $15.00
1 .35 Auto Loading, reg. $60, .... $25.00 
1 .40-28 Winchester, reg. $50 .... $15.00 
3 .30-30 Winchesters; reg. $45 .... $20.00 
SHOT GUNS
3 12 gauge, rcg. $70 ......... ■•■• ■ |?nS2
1 SS ^New .22. Rifles ..........- .... ............  $7.50
All makes of guns ̂  repaired. Guns 
bought and sold. S P U R R IE R S . 6-tfc
plainly and address, “Photo Contest,
Contest to closeEmpress Theatre 
Sept. 30th. 4-3c
Mrs, H. F. Re'es, who won the tro­
phy in 1921, was again successful in 
capturing the Stirling Salver, the com­
petition for which was held on the Ke­
lowna Golf Links on Tuesday, eigh­
teen holes medal play. The Salver was 
won last year by Mrs. J. W. N. Shep­
herd. ‘
d e a t h
DIED.—At the Montreal GeneVal 
Hospital, Montreal, P. Q.,_on Sunday, 
September 24th, Annie, wife 
N. Walsh, of Huntingdon, P. Q. 6-lp
NEW LAMP BURNS 
949^ AIR
Beats Electric or Gas
A nc\y oil lamp that gives ah amaz­
ingly brilliant, soft, white light, even 
better than gas of clcctrjcitjV has been 
tested by the U. S. Government and 
35 leading universities and found to 
be superior to 10 ordinary oil lamps. 
It burns without odor, smoke or noise
__no pumping up, is simple, clean,
safe. Burns 94% air and 6% common 
kerosene (coal oil). __
The inventor, J. B. Johnson. 579 
McDcrmot Avc., Winnipeg, is offering 
;to send a lamp on 10 days’ FREE 
trial, or even to give one FREE to 
the first user in each locality who will 
help him introduce it. Write him to­
day for full particulars. Also ask 
him to explain, how you can get the 
i agency, and without experience or 
.money mak,c $250 to $500 per month.
CHURCH NOTICES
ST. MICHAEL AND ALL AN­
GELS. The annual Harvest Thanks­
giving Services will be held on Sunday, 
Sept. 30th. Holy Communion, 8  a.m.; 
Matins, 11 a.m.; Choral Comnumion, 
11.30 a.m.; Evensong, 7.30 p.m. There 
will be special hymns and anthems by 
the choir.
M r. W m . Crawford, who has been 
acting as cicerone to the' tourists who 
have visv,?d the city...this summer, is 
in receipt of a large number of letters 
from all points of the continent and 
Europe, thanking the Board of Trade 
and people of this place for courtesies 
received. .
Mr. C. A. Fee, of Banff, who was 
staying at the Palace Hotel, left bn 
Saturday to resume his duties at the 
Canadian National Park. Mr. Fee has 
charge of all the animals in the Park, 
most of which lhave become very tame 
owing to the kind treatment they re­
ceive, and he gave a very interesting 
description of their various character­
istics. He expected a very warm wel­
come honrie from the polar bears, which 
he states, are the most affectionate of 
all wild animals kept in captivity.
UNITED CHURCH. 11 a.m., “A 
Family Church.” 7.30 p.m.. “Paul’s 
Stenographer." S. S., 2.30 p.m. Rally 
Day' Exercises at all services.
Rev. Alexander and Mrs. MacLurg 
will be at home at the Parsonage, Rich­
ter St., today from 3 to 6 p.m., and 
from 8 till 10 p.m.
The question of whether Cariboo, 
Haynes and Pear Lakes, near Mc­
Culloch, arc to be Closed to fishing has 
not yet been settled. The Department 
of Fisheries is awaiting a report from 
Overseer G. N. Gartrcll, of Summer- 
land, before making a decision.
, , * * *
The B. C. Department of Education 
has gone on record as being in favour 
of an cducationaLsuryey of the present 
system, as to secure suggestions as to 
how it can be improved.
From Monday, October 1st, postage 
stamps will not be recognized in pay­
ment of stamp taxes on cheques, notes, 
receipts, drafts and other documents 
requiring the affixing of stamps, and 
excise stamps only must be used, which 
are procurable at the Customs Office 
and the local banks.
Mr. H. N. Dc Hart made a nice 
clean-up at the Armstrong Fair, his 
Barred and Silver Pencilled Plymouth 
Rocks capturing no less than eight 
prizes out of a possible nine in those 
classes, including five firsts, two sec­
onds and one third. He hopes to re­
peat this at our own Fall Fair.
On Sunday afternoon the members 
of the Elks’ Band, of. Penticton, mo 
tored to the city, arriving by special 
ferry. Their visit not having been ad 
vertised in any way, a great many peo­
ple missed a musical treat as they play­
ed some first-class selections in the 
City Park. This band, which comprises 
seventeen players, looked very natty 
indeed in their white uniforms, and 
the opinion was freelŷ  expressed by 
those who listened to their repertoire 
that it is a'̂ ^̂ reat pity that this place 
does not possess a similar musical or 
ganization.
Owing to the fact that many of the 
poultrymen in this district were under 
the impression that there would be no 
Fall Fair here this year, a npmber of 
them did not make the necessary pre­
parations for exhibiting their stock. 
Therefore it is not expected that the 
entries in the poultry division will be 
as numerous as last year. However, 
this will be fully made up by the ex­
cellence of the birds shown. All who 
exhibit can count on their stock being 
well cared for during the three days 
of the Fair* The coops have been thor­
oughly cleaned and disinfeicted and a 
thoroughly qualified attendant,. Mr. E. 
Worsley, will look after the poultrŷ  
and attend to their needs. Birds en­
tered must be brought in not later than 
10 p.m. on the previous Monday. There 
is expected to be considerable com- 
petition^this year from stock sent from 
Penticton, Summerland, Vernon and 
Armstrong. The Taylor Clip, for some 
reason unknown as yet to the manage­
ment, cannot be competed for this sea­
son, it having been withdrawn, accord­
ing to , 1  advice just received by Mr. 
J. V. Ablett.
/The feverish rush of work has ceased 
at the local canneries, though tomatoes
are still being brought in, the slight
frost last Friday night only haying da­
maged the crop in a few fields. To­
morrow, however, is the last day on 
which the Doniinion cannery will ac­
cept any more tomatoes. This cannery 
will be through canning “toms” at the 
end of this week, after! which it will be 
closed for three or four days, while ar­
rangements are being made for a run
on apples, which will be peeled at both 
the cannery and the evaporating plant. 
The same workers will be employed, ai- 
bout eighty women all told. This sea­
son the canning of tomatoes at the 
Dominion cannery has not lasted near­
ly so long as last year, the operations 
having commenced eighteen days later
and ended fourteen days earlier, spjhat
the pack will not equal that of 1922. 
At the Occidental plums are still being 
canned. The force there has been cut 
down considerably, only about eighty 
tpmato peelers being employed at pre 
sent. Overtime work there is a thing 
of the past, as the tomato season is 
nearly over. This cannery will also 
soon commence putting up apples. Its 
fruit shipping department is hard at 
work shipping McIntosh and Jonathan 
apples, ten cars of which were exported 
to the United Kingdom and Scandin­
avia during the past week.
OBITUARY
K nitting W ools in 
Great Variety
Our Knitting Section is complete in all 
shades anti wcigfhts of yarns and acces.sorics 
to assist you in your knitting needs. We 
specialize in having the very be.st obtainable 
and our prices are exceedingly reasonable.
Elasco one-ounce balls come in a . large 
variety of colours and is an excel 20c
lent wool. Per ball
Just received, an assortment $1.95
of coloured Fingering Yarn, lb.
Goods N ow
This is the time to commence making up 
articles for Christmas presents. If you, start 
now you can rnake many presents at little 
'cost. ■
Stamped P’illow Cases, Doylies, Towels, 
Cushion Tbps and Table Cloths, with models 
to'show you how. \
T£ 0
PHONE 361 KELOWNA* B. C.
Buy a Home!
 ̂ ^  CO.,
Water Street Phone 116
; Real Estate and Rentals
Fire, Life, Accident, Sickness and Automobile Insurance
$450 Ten acres good land, fenced and with stable. ^ 
Good mixed farm, 2 6 acres, 6-roomed house, 6*4 
acres orchard, 10 timothy and clover, 5 arable, 5 
pasture. Barn, silo and good outbuildings. Easy terms. 
We have many other good buys, including a fully modern 




The case of Rex vs. P. W. Runcic 
was concluded at the. Prqrvincial Police
A shower tea was given at the home 
of Miss E. Batchelor, Woodlawn, last 
Thursday in honour of Miss Phyllis 
Kentfball, whose marriage to Mr. J. 
Kitson took place yesterday at St, 
Michael and All Angels. Sixteen guests 
were present and Miss Kemball re­
ceived many useful and beautiful gifts.
Court last Friday, Mr. Runcie being 
cleared of the charge laid against him. 
On application of Mr. T. F. McWill­
iams, counsel for Mr. Runcie, Stipend­
iary Magistrate E. Weddell dismisset 
the case on evidence submitted by the 
Crown, it not being necessary for Mr. 
McWilliams to address the Court or to 
produce evidence for the defence. The 
girl who laid the charge received a very 
strong admonition from the Court anc 
left town for her home in the Kam­
loops district the following morning.
Mrs. Emma Maqd Barclay
Many old friends in the Kelowna 
district will be grieved to learn of the 
death of Mrs. Emma Maud Barclay, 
widow of the late Richmond Charles 
Barclay, which took place at Mission 
City on Monday, Sept. 17th. Her hus­
band died in April last and Mrs. Bar­
clay had been ailing since that time.
Mrs. Barclay resided here for many 
years with her first husband, Mr. J. 
Collins, who died about fifteen years 
ago, and she continued to live in the 
district after her marriage to Mr. Bar­
clay until they moved to the Coast 
about ten years ago. A daughter by 
the first marriage, Mrs, Painter, of 
Campbell River, Vancouver Island, 
and two young sons, Herbert and Pe­
ter Barclay, survive her.
/ WATER NOTICE 
Use and Storage
TAKE NOTICE that the Trustees 
of the ' Westbank Irrigation District, 
Westbank, B. C„ will apply for a li­
cence to take and use 700 acre feet of 
water, and to store 700 acre feet, from 
a stream which rises about V / i  miles 
west of White Rocks Mountains and 
flows in a westerly direction into Nic­
ola River. . . ,
The water will be diverted from the 
said stream at a point about one mde 
north of Horseshoe Lakes, and will be 
conveyed by means of a ditch ®v̂ *" the 
divide between the Nicola and Okana­
gan Valleys, and stored in Horseshoe 
Lakes at the headwaters rif Powers 
Greek, which drains into Okanagan 
Lake at Westbank, B. G. The storage 
danis will be located at the outlets of 
Horseshoe Lakes.
The water will be used to supplement 
the right to use water for irrigation 
purposes from Powers Creek,  ̂upon 
lands lying within the boundaries of 
the Westbank Irrigation District.
A copy of this notice will be filed in 
the offices of the Water Recorders at 
Merritt, B. C. and Vernon, B. C.
Objections to this application may be 
filed with the said Water Recorders, 
or with ihe Comptroller of Water 
Rights, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, 
B. C., within thirty days after the first 
appcairance of this notice in a local
newspaper. , t*. t
The date 'of the first publication ot
this notice is September 13th, 1923. 
H, B. EWER, _  
Secretary of the Trustees. 
Westbank, B. C., September 10th, 1923.
4-4c
H unters!
Visit our store for 
AMMUNITION
in  SHOTGUN SHELLS wc 
we have the leading makes, 
priced from $1.45 to $1.85.
Regal, Canuck, Repeater,
. Nitro Club and Leader. You 
can’t , get them any better.
DUCK DECOYS 
CLEANERS, GUN OIL, 
COATS, GUNS, ETC.
Where the other Sports deal—
O .K . Cycle & Sport Store
Phone 347 Pendozi St.
SOUTH EAST KELOWNA 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT
OSOYOOS LAND DISTRICT
The fall time table of the ^Kettle 
Valley Railway wjll go into effect at 
the end of this month.
District of Yale 
TA K E NOTICE that Countess Irene 
Bubna, of Kelowna, B. C., rancher, 
intends to apply for permission to pur­
chase the following described lands:— 
Commencing at a post planted at the 
South-East corner of Section 28, Town­
ship 23, Osoyoos District, thence North 
60 chains, thence West 20 chains, thence 
South 60 chains, thence East 20 chains 
to point of commencement, and contain­
ing by admeasurement 120 acres, be 
the same more or less.
COUNTESS IRENE BUBNA, 
per D. McDougall., 
Dated 17th Sept., 1923. 5-lOc
Tenders will be received by the tin- 
tlcrsigncd up to noon on Momlay* the 
1st October, 1923, at the District Of­
fice, Crowley Building, Kclowiia, B.C., 
for excavating 5,500 feet of trench, 
minimum depth 4 feet, bottom width 
1 foot 6 inches, also for laying 2 " dia­
meter wood stave pipe, and backfilling 
same, for Domestic pipe line on the 
K. L. O. Lower Benches.
Work to be done under instructions 
of the District Man.agcr.
Specifications may be seen at the 
District Office., Lowest or any. tender 
not necessarily accepted. _
HARRY B. EVERARD, 
Secretary of the Trustees. 
Kelowna, B, C., ■  ̂ _
19th September, 1923. S-2c
SHOOTING NOTICE
All permits to shoot on my property 
•arc hereby cancelled.
The shooting on my Mission ranch 
for the season 1923-1924 has been as- 
signed to E. J. Maguta^ bOYCE.
Sept. 13, 1923. 4-3r
A box factory has been started at 
Ka'slo, which it*is'rhoped will supply 
shook for all the fruit growing rontres 
in South-West Kootenay.
V A O v a  SIX
THK KBLOWNA COPRIBR AND OKANAffAW OBCHARPI8T
Jim Browne
CROWN RUST OF OATS AND 
THE COMMON BUCKTHORN
Gasoline io down in price 5c per 
Ballon, a reduction which I, in 
common with other dealers, did 
not expect. The manufacturers 
claim to he selling at below the
cost of production. I, for one, 
believe this to be true. However,
(Experimental Forms Note) .
The stem rust, of cereals, which 
causes immense losses in some years, is 
well known. The crown rust of oats 
is not BO well known, nor do the losses 
caused by it attract much attention, as 
they are not usually so q̂ cverc as in 
the ease of the stem rust Crown rust 
is, however, common, and it seems to 
bo growing more severe, especially in 
western Catmda. It attacks the leaves 
of oats, killing them and thus reducing 
/the vigor of tli9 plants ana lessening 
the yield. The rust appears as small 
orange reddish masses on the leaves
be that as it may, you can get 
,Hthc highest grade,-t e  most p 
filtered and the largist (or 








of oats in the summer. Later the 
black stage appears on the dying leaves 
and gives them a dark or black ap­
pearance.
Just as the stem rust of wheat may 
live on the barberry, so the crown rust 
of oats attacks the common buckthorn 
in the spring, and produces yellowish 
masses of spores (seeds) that blow a- 
bout and carry the rust to oats. Last 
year in western Canada, owing to fav­
ourable conditions, the spring spore 
stage of the crown rust was very a- 
bundant on the buckthorns in some 
districts—so ' abundant that they ap­
peared yellow even at some distance. 
A very heavy attack of crown rust on 
oats followed, killing practically all 
the leaves of the oats much before 
ripening. In conscmtcnce the yield 
must have been much less than if no 
rust were present. Many experiments 
in the greenhouse have slvown con­
clusively that the rust on the common 
buckthorn readily , infects oats. In 
these experiments rusted leaves, of the 
buckthorns were placed above oats
..., to
attackcd by a rust,' but this goes chiefly swamp gi'asBcs and docs not 
oats.
' There is no doubt the common 
of oats is a serious enemy of the 
crop, killing the leaves and reducing 
the yield. There is also no doubt that 
the common buckthorn helps in ♦*—
rust
oat
overwintering and spread of this rust 
- -  ■ ktluThe common bucicthorn, therefore 
should not be planted or be allowc 
to grow in countries where oats arc 
valuable crop.*' The common barberry 





(Continued from page 1.)
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growing in pots, so that the rust on 
the buck
where you SEE ALL ■ YOU 
g e t , AND GET ALL YOU 
PAY FOR, at
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 icthorn leaves would fall on the 
grain in the pots. The oats were then 
sprayed with water jind placed in very 
moist air. In every ease the oats be­
came heavily rusted with the crown 
rust.
The common buckthorn is a shrub 
frequently used for hedges and for 
ornamental purposes. It is valuable 
for these purposes, but there arc many 
other shrubs than can be used which 
do not spread rust. The buckthorn 
is hardy and can readiFy become es­
tablished. Should it become general, 
either from extensive planting or 
spread from seed, it would cause very 
serious injury to the oat crop. The 
native buckthorn in Canada is attack-
team was not quite as remarkable 
had been stated. They Iwd played four 
games, not twclyc, in the Robertson 
Cup series, and the twelve stood for 
the goals they had scored, while none 
had been scored against them. Never­
theless, this was a fine record, and the 
boys deserved great credit for the way 
they .had trained this year. It was the 
training and practice that counted. The 
Revelstokc men were big, husky fel­
lows, but the Kelowna /ads played 
rings around them.
He recounted the tale of victory at 
Kamloops: how the slippery, green 
grass threatened discomforture to the 
players, used to a hard^clay surface; 
how a shoemaker was hunted up and 
the boots of the Kelowna boys were
JMSfi it imnbed for.
$ 5 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0
IJoiilipioii of C aiiad a
I^efandin^ Lioan 1 9 2 3
5^0 B o n d s
/
Dated and bearing interest from 15th October, 1923, and offered in
two maturities as follows:
maw
f  ̂ t
SO year Bonds doe 15tli October* 1943  
5  year Bonds due 15th October* 19S8
T n n c i p d l  p a y a b le  a t  t h e  o f f i c e  o f  t h e  R e c e i v e r - G e n e r a l  a t  O t t a w a  o r  t h a t  o f  t h e  A ^ t ^ t  R e c e i v e r -
G e n e r a l  a t  H a l i f a x ,  S t .  J o h n ,  C h a r l o t t e t o w n ,  M 'o n t r e a l ,  T o r o n t o ,  W i n n i p e g ,  R e g i i t a ,
C a l g a r y  o r  V i c to r ia .  S e m i - a n n u a l  i n t e r e s t  ( 1 5 t h  A p r i l  a n d  1 5 t h  O c t o b e r )
/  p a y a b le  a t  a n y  b r a n c h  i n  C a n a d a  o f  a n y  c h a r t e r e d  b a n k .
‘B e n o m in a t io n s  s $ 1 0 0 *  $ 5 0 0 *  $ lO O O
A l l  b o n d s  m a y  b e  r e g i s t e r e d  a s  t o  p r i n c i p a l  o n l y ,  a n d ^ b o n d s  i n  d e n o m i n a t i o n  o f  $ 5 0 0  a n d  a u t h o r i s e d
m u l t i p l e s  t h e r e o f  t n a y  b e  f u l l y  r e g i s t e r e d . .
These bonds are authorized under Act of the Parliament of Canada, and both principal and
in terest are a charge upon the Consolidated Revenue Fund.
Xp Gash Sabscribers
Offering Terms
This issue presents a most attractive invest-
T o  H o l d e r s  o f  1 9 2 3  
V i c t o r y  B o n d s
ment. The security is incomparable and the 
income return high. The bonds will occupy 
an investment position equal to that of Can­
ada’s Victory Bonds.
•The bonds are offered for cash at tne loiiow- 
ing prices:
In addition to the '̂bonds offered for cash it has been 
arranged that all owners of Victory Bonds due 
November 1st, 1923, may exchange their holdings for 
the same amount of the new issue. They will receive 
in cash the difference between the face value of their 
maturing bonds and the purchase price of the new 
security, namely: at the rate of $1.75 per $100 for 20 
year'bonds and $1.00 for 5 year bonds.
S p e c i a l  P r i v i l e g e
20 Y E A R  B O N D S  
9 8 .2 5  and  in te r e s t  
y ie ld in g  5.14%
Interest coupons on bonds exchanged are to be re- 
tidned by the owner and cashed on November 1st. 
As the new bonds will be dated October 15th, holders 
who exchange will thus receive an extra half month’s 
interest thereby reducing the cost of 20 year bonds 
from 98.25, and 5 year bonds from 99, to the follow­
ing:
5 YEAR-BONDS 
9 9  an d  in te r e s t  
y ie ld in g  5 .23%
This offer is made subject to prior sale and 
to advance in price.
20 YEAR BONDS
9 8 . 0 2  audHuiereat yielding 5 .1 6 %
5 YEAR BONDS
9 8 4 7 7  and inlereat yielding 5 .2 8 %
Holders are urged to act promptly as this privilege is 
subject to withdi’awal.
D o m in io n  o f  C anada b o n d s a re  th e  m o s t  a t tr a c t iv e  in v e s tm e n t
obtainable in Canada.
Orders may be telegraphed or telephoned (collect) and exchanges made through any of the
undersigned or through your usual dealer or bank.
T h e  r i g h t  i s  r e s e r v e d  J o  a l lo t  a  l e s s  a m o u n t  o f  b o n d s  t h a n  a p p l i e d  f o r ,  a n d  to  s e l l  f o r  c a s h  m o r e  t h a n
$ 5 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .■ r -  ̂ • , - ■ ■ , .
T h e s e  b o n d s  a r e  o f f e r e d  f o r  d e l i v e r y  i n  i n t e r i m  f o r m  o n  o r  a b o u t  O c t o b e r  1 5 th ,  1 9 2 3 ,  w h e n ,  a s ,  a n d  i f  *
i s s u e d  a n d  d e l i v e r e d  to  u s .
Dominion Secuiiti^ Corporation, Ltd.
Bank of Montreal





iEmilios Jarvis and Company, Ltd.
Hanson Brothers
Rcn£ T. Leclerc, Inc.
Nesbitt, Thomson and Company. Ltd. 
C. H. Burgess and Company 
W. A. Mackenale & O s  Ltd,
Wood, Gundy and Company 
A. E. Ames and Company 
Royal Bank of Canada 
Imperial Bank of Canada 
Union Bank <of Canada 
Standard Bank of Canada 
Montreal City and District
Savings Bank 
R. A. Daly and Company 
Harris, FVirbes and Company 
Matthews and Company, Ltd. 
Osier and Hammond 
F. H. Beacon and Company 
Macndll, Graham & Co. A. B.
National City Company, Limited
Canadian Bank of Commerce 
Dominion Bank ' '
MolAons Bank
Banque Provinciate da Canada
Sterling Bonk of Canada
La Caissc d’Economie
Gairdner, Clarke and Company
Kerr, Flemming and Company -
McLeod, Young, Weir and Company, Idd,
Royal Seenrities Corporation, l im i ^
Greenshields and Company
Morrow & Co. Murray &  CorapanK
hastily equipped with bars so ag to 
keep them from slipping; how the 
Merritt tc.am, picked from an available 
,67 men, looked decidedly formidijble as 
against the Kelowna bunch, with only 
thirteen men from whom to select; 
how, after all, the long-passing game, 
g from wing to wing, nonplussed the 
Merritt players, used to short pas.sing, 
a, and resulted in final victory for the 
Kclownians.
It was pleasing to be able to state, 
said Mr. Pitt, in closing, that the game 
had been played this y;ar without a 
foul. The referee in the final match 
was one of the finest and fairest he had 
ever seen, and Merritt man though he 
was, he gave complete satisfaction to 
both sides. An effort was being made 
to interest the High School and Pub­
lic School pupils in the game, and he 
would be glad to give his services as 
instructor to the boys, provided it 
was at a reasonable hour of the day.
Mr. S. T. Elliott proposed a toast 
to all the subscribers to the banquet 
and presentation who had made it 
possible to hold such a pleasant func­
tion that night, as the funds of the 
K. A. A. A. could not be used for such 
I a purpose. Kelowna always came to 
the front, in support of a worthy 
cause, and this was one of the worthy 
ones. Previous to going to Kamloops 
for the final in the Robertson Cup 
series, he could not say that he was 
keen upon football, but the fine game 
he saw there had'converted him and 
he would be an enthusiast in future. 
He coupled the toast with the name 
of Mayor Sutherland.
With characteristic modi ŝty. His 
Worship deprecated being called upon, 
as he had done so little himself, nor 
was there as much credit ^ue to the 
Council for the assistance given to 
sport as had been accorded them by 
a previous speaker. I t ,was due to the 
spirit of the people of the town that 
Kelowna had its Athletic Ground to­
day. There was not a Council in the 
province that would give the money 
of the people to an object Jliat was 
not supported by the people. Hence 
the credit was d̂ue, not to the Coun­
cil, but to the citizens; This same spir­
it was shown towards sport Jn other 
ways, as . mentioned by , Mr. Elliott, 
and he/hoped it would increase from 
year to year and greatly promote 
sport. . .
He had been greatly struck by Mr. 
Pitt’s statement that there had been 
no fouls in this-year’s football games. 
Games were pi ŷ®d for many. rea­
sons, of which the gaining of health 
and better , physique was a principal 
one, but there was a much more im­
portant reason. It was a fine thing 
to win a game and bring home a tro­
phy; but the biggest thing, in sport was 
to learn, not how to win* blit how to 
lose. It was much more important to 
lose well than to win well, and he was 
pleased; to note in his thirty years’ 
observation of sport in Kelowna that 
it was played cleaner and in a better 
spirit than in bygone days, when the 
chief topic amongst the players be­
fore a lacrosse match, for example, 
was how they would lay out some 
blankejty-blank on the enemy side. 
Those who had a fondness for games 
had it reflected in their character, and 
in turn it was reflected in the country 
to which they belonged. The goods 
that came from the Old Country had 
about them a hall-mark of quality that 
was evidence that the people who 
made them played the game, a spirit 
that was carried into commerce, war 
and everything else. That was why 
it was desirable to instil this same 
spirit into the young people of Ke­
lowna, and if the K. A. A .  A. were 
doing something towards this end, 
they were doing something worthwhile 
for their country. (Loud applause.)
After Mr. Gowen had delighted his 
hearers with a splendid rendering, of 
“The Trumpeter’’ as an encore to an­
other song, the Mayor was again call­
ed upon, this .time to make a jiresenta- 
tion to the members of jhe victorious 
team. He explained that it had been 
the intention to present them with 
medals, but unfortunately the medals 
had not arrived in time and would be 
handed to them later. However, they 
would appreciate group photographs 
of the Interior football champions, and 
these His Worship handed over to the 
players, who were applauded as they 
came forward to receive them.
The winning team was composed of 
Messrs. J. Burt (Capt.). Kinnear. 
Bert Woods, G. Handlen, F. Lee, W. 
Woods, Geo. Reith, Dean, W. Sadler, 
McGimon and T. Handlen.
The chairman proposed a toast to 
“The Donors of Cars,’’ whose kind­
ness. he said, had been of great help 
to the teams. If it .had not been for 
the help given to the K. A. A. A. in 
this respect, the Association would 
not have been able to get through more 
than half the season.
Mr. C. Fowler, whose name was 
coupled with the toast, in responding 
expressed his pleasure at being able 
to render the boys some help, and he 
.hoped to sec more car owners come 
forward next year.
Mr. J. McClymont gave “The Press,’’ 
coupled with the names of Messrs. 
G. C. Rose and Andrew Fraser.
In replying, Mr. Rose expressed the 
desire of The Courier to give all poss- 
publicity to local sport, and re- 
some reminiscences of football 
Kelowna in the early nineties, when 
times it was customarr to play the 
m instead of the ball.
Mr. Fraser in a few words returned 
thanks for the privilege of being pre­
sent- It had been a pleasure to report 
.the games during the past s^son, and 










Okanagan Loan and Investment 
Trust Company
FOR SALE
Small cottage and good lot, situate on 
.Sutherland Avenue. ,
per acre. One of the best Dairy Farms m the 
District, which i.s also suitable for growing 
onions and tomatoes. . . .
per acre. Excellent early tomato land within 
1^4 miles from ICclowna. In lots of 5 to 6 
acres. Price r.cduced from $500 per acre. 
Tomato growing shows good returns, 
per acre. South Kelowna fruit lands ideally situate 
on the benches. From those who will cultivate and 
improve such lands a very low initial payment will be ac­
cepted, and the balance on easy terms over a number of 
years. .
The Stirling & Pitcairn Packing House for Sale. Full par­
ticulars and price upon application. ^
Bearing Orchards, Storey, Residence? and all Classes of 
Real Estate Fof Sale. Consult pur
REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
PHONE 332. KELOWNA, B.C.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 aiid 29̂  
WILLIAM FOX presents William Wailling, Virgima ValU, BcsBle 
Love and Tally Marshall in 
“ THE VILLAGE BLACKSM ITH”
Founded on the impressive poem by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
of the village blacksmith, the strong God-fearing fellow, who livcs^a 
life of toil and happiness, until the shadows bring evil gossip and the 
villainous skin-flint squire and his scapegrace son, who attempts to 
trifle withJJie affections of the smithy^s daughter, brings about the 
dramatic story that you will carry av^y with yo« 
have cherished. Also Topics of the Day and̂  COLD CHILLS. 
Sat. Mat., 3.30, 10c and 25c. Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1 ^ d  2 . 
RICHARD BARTHELMESS and DOROTHY GISH m 
“ THE BRIGHT SH A W L ”
Adapted from Joseph' Hergqsheimer’s great book , ^
Scarlet, silken threads that whirl to wonderment. Itŝ  flaming fringe 
flung in mystery about La Clavel, vivid _ Andalusian dancer.
Through strange adventure and deceit, passions pf a throbbing. . . .  . . . .  — .jjgheart and gay delight, there ‘"Cuba’s purple mghts^^^
seen such, screen splendor. Also News WeeWy and WRECKS.
Evening, 7.30 and 9 20c and 3Sc
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3 and 4  
Leatrice Joy.  ̂Nita Naldi, Lewis Stone and Pauline Garon in 
“ YOU CAN’T FOOL YOUR W IF E ”
A Jack Milford production (the than who made “The Sheik”)
Perhaps—you can’t fool your wife, but you’ll have a great time see­
ing it tried,'with Leatrice Joy as the wife, Nita Naldi as the vamp, 
and Lewis Stone as the husband who discovers that a woman can 
know things without knowing how she knows them—but she knows 
just the same. Mistrusting wives and husbands \viU .find as  ̂many 
trusting wives and husbands eager to attend this vibrant and highly 
entertaining comedy. Don’t miss it, we know its good. Also 
“ THE CHASED BRIDE.”
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c 
COMING—
' “ HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA”
V 'ill
cgiH'i cH ocnin baiis
7 for 25c
These are full weight bars of the following varieties:— 
- Butternut, Sparky,. O’Happy, Caramel 
Roll, Maple Pecan, Bombo Bar, Peanut 
Bar and “Babe Ruth.”
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE, BOYS, FOR A REAL
BARGAIN
p. B. WILLITS & CO
DRUGGISTS AND STATIONERS 
“ YOU WILL GET IT AT W ILLITS”
$ = = = = = =
P D A !
.. ' ■ ' ■ . ....J.ISB*
BACKED BY l l | l  A  IliUAi. S e r v i c e  and Q u a l i t y  u U H L
YOUR ORDERS W ILL BE API^RECIATED AND  
GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT ATTENTION
W m . HAVG SO N
Dealers in M asons’ Supplies and Coal ,
Phone 66 P.O. Box 166
............ ...............  '' ' '
local sport and help it'as much as lay 
in his power.
Mr. Pitt proposed a vote of thanks 
to Mr. Borthwick for his musicab ser­
vices, and it was accorded- witH' all 
the customary honours;
With the singing of the National 
Anthem, the proceedings then came to 
a close.
HIS MOVE
The other day two navvies were 
busy at virork laying down' some elec­
tric tram lines. The manager had-‘ 
been standing close by watching the 
men the whole day, much to the a n - • 
noyance of the two workmen.'
At last, when the patience of the  
men was completely exhausted, one • 
of them said: “Ah, say, mister, can
you play draughts?”
“Yes,” said the manager, wonder­
ing at the impertinence of the naan.
“Well,”'replied the workman, “ye* 
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If You Qiit Of To«<n, And I Buy Out O f Town. W hat Will Become Of O ur Town ?
t h e  d o l l a r  S P E N T  IN K E LO W N A  W IL L  R EM A IN  H O M E  TO  BO OST
BUTCHERS
H M D  THESE AHTXCEES W ITH CAKE. XHEV MAV PRESENT SO M E T ^N O  
PATRONIZE TH E PEOPLE W HOSE ADVERTISEMENTS ARE HERE,




HAMS ~  BACON -  LARD 
Glendale Butter—
The Enipirc'a Standord.,
P. BURNS &  COMPANY, LTD.
THE REXALL STORES 
save you money 
on your Drug rcqulremcnta. 
P. B. WILLITS & CO.
QUALITY SHOULD BE FIRST
consideration when ordering mcats- 
Our stock is well kept, clean e d  whole­





an unexcelled service in meeting with 
your* drug business. Your prescriptions 
• • -—“icy andcompounded with accura  _—  ̂
patch. Large stock of Drug Sundries, 
Toilet Requisites, Sick'Room Supplies,
Magazines’ and Stationery 
W. R. TRENCH
CLEANING & ^»RESSING ELieCTRICAL HOUSES
CLEANING, DYEING, PRESSING 
REPAIRING
Phone 285
MAPLE LEAF CLEANING AND 
DYE WORKS 
'H. M. Sparks, Mgr.
ELECTRICAL FIXTURES AND 
SUPPLIES 
Laboitt Saving Devices
Electrical Contracting, x 




CHOCOLATES AND BON-BONS 
Delicious Toffees 
Ice Cream and Refreshments
Light Lunches. --------Afternoon Teas.
ALSGARD’S
“ SEE HICKS FIRST ! ”
If it is Electrical we sell it.
New Specialities in 
TOYS, CHINA and GLASSWARE 
Contracting Pumps Machinery 
KELOWNA ELECTRIC COY.
Phone 445 '
Successors to W. J. Duckworth
niLE HAS PUCE IN IMIIE
FURNITURE
WE INVITE YOU
to partake of the delicious Confections, 
Chocolates, Pure Ice Cream' or thirst 
quenching drinks obtainable here. We 
know you will be delighted with our 
-service. x - ■;
CHAPIN’S
WHY NOT DEAL
with a firm which shows you .a practi­
cal way to save money ? We have a 
large stock , of new and slightly used 
furniture of all descriptions always on 
hand. We buy and sell antiques.
JONES & TEMPEST ■
DEPARTMENTAL STORES GROCERS
LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S 
' Ready-to-Wear,
DRY GOODS, MILLINERY, 
B0OTS AND SHOES 
JERMAN HUNT, LIMITED
QUALITY AND SERVICE
" ■ ■ "in
GROCERIES AND PURE FOOD 
PRODUCTS 
Trade in Kelowna 
THE McKENZIE COMPANY, 
Limited
THIS STORE’S BUSINESS 
CONNECTION
in Kelowna and District is proof of a 
satisfied clientele. We endeavour in 
all departments to anticipate your re­
quirements and we give you a service 
On all purchases hard to secure when 
dealing, but of town.
THOMAS LAWSON, LIMITED
OUR AIM IS TO SELL YOU
a line of Groceries, Provisions, etc..
the price and quality of which will 
keep your money in Kelowna. 
quality and prices of our goods. will 
satisfy the most exacting customer.
HOLMES & GORDON, l t d .
OUR WEEKLY 
ADVERTISEMENTS
bring to our customers messages brim­
ful of money saving suggestions_con- 
cerning merchandise of quality. High- 
est standard at lowest possible price.
YOUR DOLLARS SPENT 
AT HOME
help your town and help you. Your 
Groceries bought at this store cost 
no more than elsewhere and  ̂you se­
cure satisfaction guaranteed when 
dealing here. Phone 340.
CITY GROCERY
(Copyright)
Sonic cynical persons have remarked that the Goldcm Rule has no plaw 
in. business.^ ThcyMiavc taken the position thsit ® j
as you would have them do unto you, the only safe and sane plan is to cio
others before they have a chance^to do you. ,  ̂ these oersonsFortunately for business and for the world at large, however, these persons
arc few and fat between. The great majority of people are honest. .
.I t  has been proven repeatedly that even in K h T b e s t
Golden Rule, just as it has been proven repeatedly that honesty is the 
iiolicv" It not only makes a man feel better down in his heart when he cm- 
olovs the principle of. the Golden Rule, but he finds that it is good business. 
This aDplics not only to the man who stands behind the counter and gives a 
fitll poimd of sugar to the man who asks for a
stands on the other side of the counter and pays his money for that pouna 
of sugar. Dbes Consumer Do His Part ? #
The consumer expects the merchant to be honest and square and give him 
his mohey’s worth for every pen̂ ny that he
does the consumer stop and ask himself the question, Am I being as tair ana 
honest whh th™m̂ ^̂  ̂ as he is being with me?’’ consumer not only
expects the merchant to give him honest weight and full measure at the lowest 
oSsSlc pr̂ ^̂^̂  ̂ expects a world of other things at the same time. Nine
times out of ten he expects the merchant to give him credit, and nine times
out of ten the merchaSt does it.^Many times he blivs^aSd as
“carry” him for three or four months before he pays for what he buys, and as 
maiy times the merehant does it. He expects the merehan ^to pay i o r  ad- 
vertising space in the church programme which he is getting ^p, and tfie 
merchant does it. He expects the merchant to , “kick in”̂  most ra ly jh e n
he is raising a fund for the benefit of the town band, and the merchant does i^
He expects the merchant to provide the bonus which is to paid^to 
obtain a new factory wWch will benefit the working man, the ckrk ̂ nd  
everybody else in the to\im, and the merchant does it. He 
chant to “come across” with a donation to help the poor family which othcr- 
wiL would become a charge upon the common funds of the community, and
the merchant does, . . , m  *Another Side To Picture
Now, look on the other side of the picture. ;̂ Mr Consumer decides that 
he needs a new suit of clothes, or Mrs. Consumer decides that she wants a_ new 
kftchen range, or some of the little Consumers express a desire for a train of 
cars or a bobsled. Mr. Cohisumer picks up the big mail-order catalogue which 
the mail-order , hduse has printed with his^money or that of others like him, and 
be looks it over until he finds a picture that strikes his eye. It s a picture of a 
“nifty’h o S  S  ord ^  Of course, he can’t feel the picture to see
whether the cloth is as good as it looks; he can t look the 
the eye and ask him whether he will guarantee it to wear for at least a month 
or six weeks; he can’t tell the mail-order man that he will drop m on the first 
of the montR and settle for it; he can’t tell the mail-order man that-he would , 
like to have a little of his business or » charice tô  do a httle carpenter 
or painting or plumbing for him, as long as he is ;buymg his goods from him, 
for t̂he mail-order mari hasn’t any business ot any work to give him. But the 
oicture is a pretty one, so Mr. Consumer digs out his hard-earned cash, goes 
down to the post-office, buys a money order and sends it to the mail-order
™After a week or ten days, or possibly two weeks, the suit arrives. It may 
be nothing like the picture. The cloth may ̂ e of poor quality. The chances 
are that it doesn’t fit at all. But there is nothing for^Mr. C^sumer to do but 
put the suit on and wear it. He can’t get his money back. He might send the 
suit back and the mail-order man might send another in its place, but the 
chances are that it wouldn’t be any better than the first and Mr. Consumer 
would only be out the additional express charges.
" Found Golden Rule IPays
Mr. Consumer found that it pays to remember  ̂the Golden Rule in business. 
If he had done unto the merchant as he would like the merchant to do unto 
him he would have got more for his money and he would have aided in making 
it oossible for the merchant to help him and his town when they needed Pelp.
The w orld has discovered that the Golden Rule is not for use only on 
Sundays, but that it is value on every day of the week. ^
HARDW ARE
h a r d w a r e
have; if wc haven’t got it, wc will 
get it for you  ̂ if wc can’t get it̂  itI l : II um n, n  
isn’t made. This is our business policy 
coupled with the fact that reasonable 
prices prevail here in all departments.
t h e  m o r r i s o n -t h o Mp s o n  
HARDWARE CO., LTD.
s p r in g T^i ME'. U
is decorating time. You-''will always 
find a complete stock of paints, oils.
varnishes, brushes, wallpaper, etc., at 
this store. Come in and get our prices. 
Our lines are guaranteed.
STOCKWELL’S LIMITED
EVERY DOLLAR WE SPEND
away from home helps the town̂  we 
spend it in. We nieet all competitive 
prices in Groceries, Provisions, etc., 
and if you are not already one Of our 
customers we solicit a trial.
t h e  KELOWNA GROCERY
Phone 389
DOLLAR STORE.
pur business is increasing daily on 
account of the values we are giving 
daily in Groceries, Provisions aiid 
other lines. You assure yourself fair 
treatment on all purchases made here.
J. c. s t o c k We l l
Our Phone, Our Quality, Our Service 
Arc No. 1.
Auto Cylinders ground accurately by 
special machinery newly installed.
Oxy-Acetylene Welding—bring the 
job, which you» think cain’t be done.
Until further notice—10 per cent off 
all sales, cash—or when due. - 
LECKIE h a r d w a r e  LIMITED
JEW ELLERS
POLICV:THIS STORE’S
to represent goods exactly  ̂ as to 
quality; to sell each customer jewellery 
values at a uniform fair price; . to 
cheerfully fulfil all guarantees and cor­
rect all mistakes; to give all a square
J. B. KNOWLES
WE ARE CONSTANTLY
in touch with the larger jewellery 
centres. This fact enables us to advise 
correctly concerning the changing 
styles and modes of fashionable jew 
ellery. Our repair department is a 
your service.”




Our stock of Men’s Furnishings is the_______ ?ti _.-
prOduct of the best iqills and manu­
facturers. Many of our lines are ex­
clusive in style. AH are of highest 
quality and .-at rock bottom prices.
H. F. HICKS
“ THE HOUSE OF FASHION” 
MEN’S
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS 
t h e  M O R R I S O N  CO.
I
THE p r o g r e s s i v e  MAN
spends his money in his own conf- 
munity. This store caters to the dress 
requirements of the progressive man. 
You pay no more for quality merchan­
dise at this store.
' ANGUS McMi l l a n
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
c h i n Aw a r e  — c r o c k e r y
GLASSWARE 
Tinware Graniteworo 
Como in and get acquainted with our 
' money saving values.
A. B. C O X
PHOTOGRAPHERS
AT THIS SEASON
we are socializing in Amateur Fin- , 
ishing. ’This is a business with us— 
not a side-line and your work is 
the utmost care and attention. P.O. 
Box 451. > ■ ■ '
McEWAN - p h o t o g r a p h e r
PORTRAITS THAT PLEASE. 
Amateur Developing and Printing. 
You pay no more for our painstaking 
care and service.,,
WILLS &  BUCK 
(Over O.K. Sporting Goods Store.)
PLUMBERS
HEATING, VENTILATING AND  
SANITARY ENGINEER





IT PAYS TO BUY GOOD SHOES
and to trade where you know you will 
get value for your money. Both are 
obtainable here. Come in and compare 
our values and secure our prices.
DARK’S SHOE S1*l)RE ^
SPORTING GOODS
HEADQUARTERS FOR 
SPORTING GOODS OF ALL 
KINDS
Bicycle Accessories. Repairs,
O. K. SPORTING GOODS AND 
BICYCLES
TAILOR
OUR STOCK OF FALL SUITINGS
and Overcoatings for Ladies and Men 
are beginning to arrive. We can^give 
you a splendid selection now of the 
choicest shades, patterns and rtiater- 
ials. Fit guaranteed.
R. C. H. MATHIE
kUBBER STAMPS
It is not necessary to send away when 
we have up-to-date facilities for manu­





I Experimental Farms Note)
All work in the apiary has for its
ultimate object the ^ ^ ^ ‘"oreDari cood crop, and hence the prepara
Son of bSes for . winter
than the safe wintering over of tne
first step in preparing bees 
for the winter is also 
beekeeper’Srt year as well as nis first 
-step towa^s securing next .season’s 
; crop. About the muhile of 
narations arc commenced by seeing 
• that each colony is headed 
ous voung queen in order that the 
maximum number of young 
be reared to carrŷ  the colony through 
the winter. Should thê  fall flow be 
insufficient to cause a-, large “"̂ oimt 
of brood to be reared, stimulative feed­
ing will haye to be resorted to; that is, 
1 part of sugar to 1 part water or dil­
ute honey mixture must be fed. Col­
onics that are weak, those covering less 
than .six frames, should be united; this 
m.'iy be done by the newspaper, metn-
. od; or two weak colonies may be 
brought together and wintered m one 
hive if it is divided by a close .fitting 
division board. This latter method 
provides the beekeeper with surplus 
queens early the following Reason.
H.aving secured a large force of 
young bees, the next step is to sec 
that each colony has sufficient stotes 
•to not only carry it through the win­
ter but also through the e.arly spring 
till pollen and nectar are comingjn, 
thus enabling it to build up/rapidly. 
The stores provided should be of the 
best; no unwholesome honey. ,contain­
ing a high percentage of solid matter 
should be given. If natural stores arc 
■ deficient, a syrup of two parts of the 
‘.best granulated sugar to one part wat­
er should be fed. This being last 
stored wiU be the first consumed and, 
as it breaks down into gas and water, 
will defer solid matter accumulating 
in the intestines. Colonies in ten- 
frame Langstroth hives to be cellar 
wintered should weigh at least s^ly 
pounds without itlieir covers, while 
those wintered outside seventy pounds
or more. , . ,  .Protection from the cold is very ne­
cessary, as it not only retards the con­
sumption of stores/but; also conserves 
the energy of the bees. , , ,
Colonies wintered outside should 
have at least three inches of packmg 
underneath them and about their sides 
with six to eight inches oi,pa,ckmg on 
top. The most economical case is the 
quadruple, as each cojony has th e  
warmth from its two neighbours. Col­
onics should be placed in their cases 
and packed, underneath and about sides 
before feeding, .For feeding, ten 
pound honey pails, in the cover of 
which fine holes have been made, arc 
considered very satisfactory.
Colonies to be placed in the cellar 
arc usually left on their summer 
stands till they have had. their , hast 
cleansing flight: This is usually m the 
second or third week in November.
In all preparations the. beekeeper 
should keep the ultimate object in view 
■strong colonics in the spring.
A. H. W. BIRCH,
_ Apiarist. •
and it is incumbent upon all growers 
of certified seed to do everything pos­
sible to maintain this rep.uta.tion.
As, is now fairly well-known, the 
Dominion Department of Agriculture 
issues certification tags and attaches 
one of such tags to every bag, barrel 
or other container of seed potatoes 
which, as a result of two inspections 
made in the field and two made of 
the crop after harvesting, have been 
found to measure up to the standards 
set for certified seed. However, it 
has been found that from time to 
time attempts have been made by 
dealers to copy, in part at least, the 
certification tags issued by the De­
partment. This practice has had a 
njisleading effect and has also been 
the cause of a good deal of comphea- 
tion and misunderstanding, so much 
so that the Department recently found 
it necessary to make application for 
some legal enactment in order that 
such practice might in future be dealt 
with according to law.
For the information of all growers, 
dealers, shippers and buyers concern­
ed, it is desired to give full publicity 
to a clause in the revised Destructive 
Insect and Pest Act regulations, which 
took effect from September’!, 1923.
“An inspector shall have the power 
to inspect before export to any for­
eign country, or shipment within the 
Dominion, any plant, and to grant a 
certificate according to the require-
pptatoes in any manner or form des­
cribed or designated as inspected, re­
gistered, selected, or disease-free seed 
potatoes unless such potatoes are con­
tained in sacks, barrels, or other con­
tainers, to each of which shall.be dur
person whose certificate number it 
bears, and that they have been in­
spected in the field and after harvest 
by an officer of the Dominion Depart­
ment of Agriculture and have beem 
found to be sufficiently vigorous andm l n i iiu .li ii u .u c u i- iu u u  ---- ---
ably attached a certificate stating that 1 free froin serious diseases, othfr oesL 
anv such potatoes contained therein l and foreign varieties to warr^tjmem
haVe been inspected in the field and - * ---------- -  P’V'TT? 4
after harvest by an inspecto r̂ under
growers' will commence Jonathans 
shortly. Weather has. been favourable 
for picking so far. very little time 
having been lost from rain. Saturday 
morning’s frost finished the tomatoes 
on the lower levels, hut vines on the 
upper bench are as yet uninjured.
THE KELOWNA
P o u ltr y  A sso cia tio n
l im it e d
--------------  , ments of any country demanding such,
REGULATING THE SALE OF (or for domestic purposes.”
c e r t i f i e d  s e e d  POTATOES} “All certificates so issued must bear 
(Experimental Farms Note) a copy of the official seal of the plant
j disease or insect pest inspection scr-
During the past few years a favour-; vice carried on under this Act.” . 
able .reputation has been acquired by; “In the. case of potatoes for which 
certified seed potatoes of Canadian such certificates arc required no per- 
origin not only throughout the Dom- J son shall be allowed to ŝcll or offer, 
inion but also^in many parts of the advertise; expose, or hold m posscs- 
United States and the Wes^ Indies, sion for sale, for , seed purposes, any,
_____ __
the Destructive Insect and' Pest Act 
and have been found sufficiently vig­
orous and free from serious diseases, 
other pests, foreign varieties, mechan­
ical injury,' or other blenjiishes to war­
rant them being classed as Extra No. 
1 Certified Seed Potatoes. All such 
certificates shall bear the grpwer’s 
name or number as well as a copy of 
the official seal of the Plant Disease 
Inspection Service of the Department 
of Agriculture, Canada.” ,
It is recommended in this connection 
that all persons concerned in the grow­
ing, purchasing, or distribution of cer­
tified seed potatoes, make themselves 
thoroughly' acquainted with the ap­
pearance of the official certification tag. 
A  print of this tag is being published 
in the annual report of the Division of 
Botany for the year 1922, copy of 
which may be obtained in the near 
fiitu^ by application to the Publica­
tions Branch, Department of Agricul­
ture, Ottawa. .
It is also desired to emphasize ..the
««__?__ ___ Mfollowing conditions, which are print 
cd on the back of each and every cer
tification tag, from which it will be 
seen that the grower of certified seed 
potatoes, in accepting certification 
tags, undertakes certain responsibilities 
which he will in future be required 
strictly to live up to:
, “This tag is issued for one container 
of potatoes, and is to certify that satis­
factory evidence has been given that 
the contents have been grown by the
being classed as GRADE EX RA 
No. 1 SEED POTATOES.”
“This tag is issued on the express 
condition that the person to whom it 
is issued and whose certificate number 
it .bears, undertakes to grade the pot­
atoes for which it is to be used so that, 
they shall be practically free from rot­
ted or otherwise seriously injured or 
blemished tubers, free from all foreign 
or off-type tubers and so that no more 
than five per cent by weight shall be 
below three ounces or above twelve 
ounces in weight, and on the further 
condition that the said per.son assumes 
entife responsibility for the contents 
of any package to which this tag may 
be attached by him.”
The Kamloops School Board has 
sent a strong protest to the Depart­
ment of Education against the recent 
constant changes in the High School 
curriculum. These changes, it is poin­
ted out, arc a cause of expense to par­
ents, which could be avoided. The mat­
ter will also be brought up at the con­
vention* of the B. C. School Trustees’ 




Wouldn’t it be a good idea to 
lay in a stock of Flour NOW  
before there is a further ad­
vance in price ? /
The POULTRY ASSOCIA­
TION are sole agents for 
“OUR BEST,” a flour that has 
no superior for household, use.
PER $3.60 SACK
A reduction for larger 
quantities.
Open Saturday Night^s
Ellis St. Phone 354
(Continued from'"Page 3)
RUTLAND
Mr. Douglas Dow, who has been 
staying at the home of Mr. an<T Mrs'. 
.A. W. Dalglcish for some time past, 
left on Monday for Vancouver.
Wash. Assorted Fall Pears .......
Wash. Anjou, Fancy ............ ;....
ditto C  grade
Wash. Winter Nclis, Fancy ..
Ont. Elbcrta Peaches, 6-qt. .......
ditto 11-qt................................








Mr. and Mrs. E. Mugford motored 
to Armstrong on Tuesday last for a 
few days visit, returning Friday.
Washington F.O.B. Apple Prices4)
Wc regret to learn that Mr. A. W 
Dalglcish has been ill, the attcndancc- 
of a physician havmg^bccn necessary.
Residents are all up to their eyes 
in work at present. The McIntosh 







Ark Black  .......  1.75
Gano     1.40
U








YES, W E KNOW all- about 
the dirt in milk that cannot he 
taken out by the ordiiwry 
strainer—W e use a clarifier 
and then milk and dirt part 
company. %
No extra charge for giving it to you 
CLEAN • .
O oU A R T S  $ I » 0 0QUAR
KELOWNA BAIRY CO.








1 .25  -- ----7 ................
.90 SUBSCRIBE TO THE COURIER
a # VI S
BIQHT
fSfiBB KELOWKIA COinaiffiR AWP QlKAltAOAW O lR C B A W ^ t^ T





' ' Sounds as, a  it might have something 
isituation in Greece and Italy, hut m reaUjy KENZETTA  
in only a play on the name McKenzie and has to do with 
conditions in Ceylon and India, because anyone who is 
lamiliar with the situation in India and Ceylon w»U know 
that some of the best ^ea grown comes from those two 
places, and KENZETTA is the name of a three pound 
package of choice Indo-Ceylon Tea which is deservedly 
very popular with a great many of our customers.
’ KENZETTA TEA brews quickly and has a rich full
flavor and is an especially econorhical Tea.
THREE-POUND PACKAGES OF 
KENZETTA TEA ...................... $1 .7 5
W e just here make mention Of other brands of Tea 
which we carry in stock.
McKENZIE’S B L U E  TEA in one-pound packages, 
our most popular seller.
N A B O B  T E A , which is so very well known for flavor 
and quality.
DE LUXE TEA, an especially seductive afternoon tea. ,
RIDGEWAY’S OLD COUNTRY TEA in one and 
three-pound packages.
Ceylon, India, Japan and China and 
‘at prices ranging from 60'cents a pound to $1.50 a pound.
IF YOU W ANT A SPECIALLY BLENDED TEA  
JUST ASK US ABOUT IT.
THE MCKENZIE CO., Ltd.
QUALITY and SER V IC E  
Our Motto
tiH E  GROCERS  
. Phone 214
Xm as Apples
F O R  T H E  O L D  C O U N T R Y
Your Friends across the sea will 
appreciate a box of
OKANAGAN APPLES THIS XMAS
All \charges paid to destination. 
Guaranteed delivery to destina­
tion in first-class condition or 
-V. money refunded.
ORDER NOW
McINTOSH or $4.00 Per
JONATHAN ........ Box
Free City Delivery Daily Phone 672
OCCIDENTAL FRUIT CO.. LTD.
K ELOW NA, B. C.
Produce S torage 
W areh o u se
FOR APPLES, ONIONS, POTATOES AND  
PRODUCE OF ALL KINDS
We have ample storage facilities in a large warehouse, mod­
ern in eyery respect, advantageously located in the whole­
sale section of Vancouver. Best attention given to all pro­
duce entrusted to pur care. Ship by car-load and distribute 
as the market warrants. Write for terms and particulars.
PRODUCE WAREHOUSE IIMIIEO
165 Water St., VANCOUVER. B. C.
3-4c
PARTIES REQUIRING STOCKERS AND FEEDERS  
can get HEIFERS from Calgary Yards free of 
freight. For* all informatiorf, write or wire:— 
PAULIN & FRAZIER 
Alberta Stock Yards. CALGARY, ALBERTA 
Reference: Bank of Montreal Stock Yards Branch 3-4p
LEflER S  TO R E  EDITOR
ROW CLIFFE, LTD., ON
p j j p e n c E
Sept. 25. 1923.
The Editor, Kelowna CoiWier,
Dear Sir, /"Why it looks like cheap apples. TL he
real truth." ; J ■
In view of the fact that the Associa­
ted Growers througli their chief officers 
have hot'only published in nearly all 
the ■ local newspapers ■ throughout the 
fruit districts of the Province, hut,̂  it 
is reported to us, have, in some in­
stances, personally canvassed many of 
efur growers displaying air untruthful 
and deceptive telegram, which purports 
to have been issued by Plunkett & 
Savage, of Calgary, hut which seems to 
us hears all the car-marks of having 
been manufactured in Vernon, we can 
only assume from the methods em­
ployed that those in charge of the af­
fairs of the Associated, perhaps warned 
Of impending doom, arc seeking to lay 
the results of their own doing at the 
doors of, another, c
The following telegrams speak clcar- 
y for themselves, and explain why it 
ooks like "Cheap apples." The truth of
the matter is below.
Our Mr* J. Rowchffc on his way 
East Stopped off at a few Southern Al- 
fiberta points, with a view of placing 
Lmc cars of McIntosh. He wired us 
from Tnbct'; Alberta, requesting us to 
qhotc otir best f.o.b. prices, to which 
we replied as follows: _ _
' "Kelowna, Sept, 10, 1923.
"T. Roweliflfe,
' “Taber, Alberta. ; .
"Quote McIntosh equivalent eighty 
per cent ones, twenty pcr^ccnt twos, 
liat price one sixty five. On account 
new grading, this method quoting satyr 
and better understood. Crates orchard 
run one forty all f.o.b. Kelowna. Ship­
ment about seventeenth. Very few MCr 
Intosh moving this week.
"GEO. ROWCLIFFE, LIMITED. 
On Sefitember 14th, we received this
•
“Granum, Alberta, Sept. 14, 1923. 
"Geo. Rovvcliffe, Ltd., Kelowna, B.C.
“Sold six hundred boxes McIntosh in 
Claresholm. Will clear balance here. 
Had to meet price one ninety delivered
Claresholm. ROWCLIFFE."
"Kelowna, Sept. 21, 1923. 
“J. Roweliffe, Ltd.,
"c-o Roweliffe Fruit Co.,
“Saskatoon, Sask. .
“Wire instantly advising who quoted 
McIntosh at Claresholm at one ninety
delivered^^ ROWCLIFFE, LTD."
"Saskatoon, Sask., Sept. 21, 1923, 
"Qeo. Roweliffe, Ltd., Kelowna, B.L, 
"Wire received. Just arrived. ^Mr. 
Keeley Claresholm bought one hun­
dred boxes wrapped McIntosh from 
Plunkett & Savage for one ninety de- 
livared Claresholm. ^^W C U FFE.”
with aituation in »o*nc 'vyay.
PLpN K ETT & SAVAGE.
Prices ■ of Associated Growers arc: 
McIntosh, Extra Fancy, $1.75; Fancy, 
$1.45; Crates, $1.00; Mixed Winter Ap­
ples, $1.35. .||These are wholesale prices. You will 
note in the above telegram independent 
dcul<̂ r0 ttfc direct to the tctuii
trade with lower prices.
 ̂ 1^^ '
Glcnii—Austin
(“Kamloops Standard-Sciit|nel") ^
A very pretty home wedding took 
place Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 19th, 
at tlic residence of Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Austin, St. Paul Street, when 
theit daughter Ethel became the bride 
of Harold Lome Glenn, of Kelowna. 
The bride, who made a charming pic­
ture in her dainty go,wn of white can­
ton crepe, and tulle veil arranged in a 
mob cap, held in place with orange 
blodsoms and pearls, earned a bou­
quet of OphcliaT roses, pmk sweet peas 
and fern. She was attended by .her 
sister, Miss Grace Austin, who was 
gowned in apricot canton crepe and 
carried pink asters and sweet peas. 
Little Miss Beth Austin, wearing a 
dress of palest pink and carrying a bas­
ket of sweet peas, acted as flower girl. 
The best man was Maurice Maynard. 
Rev. Charles Ladner, a life-on^ fnend 
of the bride’s family, was the officiat­
ing clergyman. The bridal party enter 
cd the room to the strains of the wed 
ding march played by Miss Merle
^Thc^house was bcautifullv decorated 
with flowers, the colour scheme, being 
pink and white. At the conclusion of 
the ceremony, refreshnients; were ser­
ved'by Misses Meric Oakley and Mar­
garet Ward. ALate in the afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. 
Glenn left for a short motor tnij after 
which they will take up their ̂ residence 
in Kelowna, the bride travelling in a 
suit of brown duvetyn tvith hat to 
match. Mrs. Glenn is n t̂rye daugh­
ter, and a host of friends both m Kam­
loops and Kelowna will unite m wish­
ing the young couple every happiness.
KitSon--Kembal^ '
On Wednesday, September 26th, at
11 a.m., bn a day of perfect Okanagan 
autumn sunshine, the wedding of Mr. 
John Hamilton Ki^pn, of Upper ^Bear 
Creek, and Miss Phyllis Kemball, of 
Seven Kings, Essex,. England, tpok 
place at the Church of St. Michael and 
All Angels, Kelowna. The service was 
conducted by the Ven.
Greene and was witnessed_by a num­
erous gathering of friends. The grooin. 
brother, Mr. Bernard Kitson, acted as 
best man* The bride ̂  was given _aw^  ̂
bv Mr. Harry H. Angle, of Bear Creek, 
and was dressed in white charmeuse 
arid georgette and carried a^bouq^t of
roses, the gift, of Mr̂ . and Mrs. W* J-
Palmer, of Richter. Street. _ i.- u
After the wedding breakf^t, which 
was served at the Lakeview Hotel, the 
bride and bridegroom left J®** Ve^on 
on a trip to the north-east of the Pro­
vince. 'They will be at Borne to their 
friends after October 17th.
have two good, stories in this .issue. 
"Guns and Ammunition" is particular­
ly well filled with articles by men such 
as A. A. Hainep, E. T. D. hrancis, and 
R. Lcckic-Ewing, a ir  well known to 
"Rod and Gun" readers. Robert Page 
Lincoln, J. W. Winsoti and F. H. 
Walker have good departments, while 
"Along the Traplinc," edited by M. U. 
Bates, opens again in the October is­
sue. Particular attention has been paid 
to the several important trap shoots 
of the Dominion, and accounts of the 
B. C, R. A., the Bislcv Team in Eng­
land, a write up of which is given by 
Major Crowe, the Maritime Trâ i shoot 
and the O. R. A. arc all conttuned in 
the October issue. „
t h e  n e e d  o f  a
GOOD BRASS BAND
(Continued from page 1)
NO CHANCE
Mother—No, Bobbie, absolutely no! 
For the third time I tell you that you 
can’t have another chocolate.
Bobbie (in despair)—O gee, I don’t 
sec where Dad, gets the idea that you 




“Kelowna, Sept. 24,, 1923. 
‘J. Roweliffe, Ltd., . - V
"c-o Roweliffe Frmt Co., 
“Saskatoon, Sask.
“Wire advising what grade McIntosh 
sold to Keeley Claresholm by Plun­
kett & Savage at one "‘nety '̂^elivered.
“GEO. ROWCLIFFE, LTD.
"Saskatoon, Sask., Sept. 24, 1923. 
‘Geo. Rowcliffci Ltd., Kelowna, B.C.
"McIntosh sold by Plunkett & Sa­
vage were Fancy and Extra Fancy to 
Keeley Claresholm at one ninety. Mer­
chants here today complain that we are 
from fifteen to twenty-five cents high­
er on McIntosh than the Associated
Jobbers. ROWCLIFFE.”
Freight rate, Okanagan points to 
Claresholm, forty-two cents per box. 
We can assume that Plunkett & Sav­
age are not working for less than twen­
ty-five cents per box. Should the total 
charges be deducted by the Associated 
reach eighty cents per box, this would 
leave only forty-three cents for Extra 
Fancy aBd Fancy to the grower. . -  
Should the outlets of the Associated 
be selling in all markets at the same 
comparative prices, it looks unfor^n- 
ately like very cheap apples for their 
growers at least. -
Yours truly, '
G(EO. ROWCLIFFE, LIMITED.
P.S.—We have neither offered nor 
sold any winter apples as low as As­
sociated price of $1.35.. -
We have just received cancellation 
on one car McIntosh sold at our ori­
ginal price of $1.65 and also the car 
mentioned above at one ninety deliv­
ered, because we have refused to meet 
lower quotations.
[EDITORIAL NOTE.—The above 
letter refers to a copy of a telegram re­
ceived by the Associated Growers of 
B. C. from Plunkett & Savage, of Cal­
gary, which was sent to the Okanagan 
newspapers last Wednesday* It ap­
peared to us to be too one-sided a mat­
ter to publish without giving the ac­
cused party a chance for defence, and 
accordingly it did not appear in our 
issue of Sept. 20th. However, as Row­
eliffe, Ltd., wish us to publish their ex­
planatory letter, it becomes necessary 
to. print the telegram, as subjoined, 
and the appended remarks of the*'As­
sociated Growers, in order that the na­
ture of the charge against that firm 
may be understood.]
Calgary, Alta., Sept. 19, 1923. 
(COPY)
Associated Growers, Vernon, B.C.
Roweliffe booked up five cars Mc­
Intosh wc know of South Calgary t< 
retail trade, distributing to severa 
merchants in one town on basis dollar 
forty for Fancy, dollar for crates. In­
vestigating other territory and, if same 
conditions prevailing, will be forced 
cancel our order for McIntosh except­
ing at reduced prices at which we can 
make reasonable profit. Same shipper 
and other independent shippers quot­
ing winters mixed cars dollar quarter 
Fancy wrapped stock, one dollar for 
crates. These prices also going direct 
to retail trade. Looks like bad market 
for apples this year. Fear wc will have 
to direct bur efforts moving other lines 
, rather than apples unless you can cope
Being favoured with instructions from 
Mrs. R. W. BUTLER, Stratlicona 
Ave., I will sell without reserve at her 
residence on , _  .
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11th 
all of her Household Furniture, Piano, 
Gramophone, etc., as follows in part: 
Masort & Risch Piano in walnut case. 
Victrola in mahogany case, and rc- 
Library 'Table. ^drds.
5 Oak Arm Chairs. ^
2 Centre Tables. Tea Table.
Parlor Mirror. Music Rack.
25 Pictures In Mission oak frames. 
Carpet Squares and Rugs. ^
1 Solid quarter cut oak Dining Table.
6 ditto ditto Chairs to match.
1 Sideboard. 1 Winnipeg Couch. 
China Cabipet, and Book-case. 
Window Curtains and drapes. ,
2 Fire Screens. Writing Desk;
Hall Seat. Bedroom Suites. 
Bedroom Suite w'ith .marble top. 
Lady’s Dresser in mahogany.
2 Hospital Cots, springs & mattresses. 
Beds, Springs and Mattresses. ^  ^




Kitchen Table and Chairs.
Household Scales. ■
Crockery, Aluminum Ware, Glassware 
and all Kitchen Utensils.
Spray Pump. Screw Jacl^.
Bie lot of Carpenter Tools and Clamps. 
Ptflley Blocks. 2 Wheelbarrows.
Big lot of Bird Breeding Cages. . 
Garden Tools, and a large number of
articles which space will not per­
mit enumerating.
Sale at 2 p.m.
G. H. KERR, Auction!^. _  
Don’t m is s 'this interestmg Sale. Ev-
Armiwticc Memorial Service, which 
will/take place this year on Sunday, 
November 11th, iii the Empress The­
atre. He also asked, on behalf of the 
Executive, for pcrimssion to hold a 
ta g  bay for the sale of poppies, on 
Saturday, Noycmbci' 10th.
The request was readily granted. 
By-Law Na 377, selling Lot 40, Reg­
istered Plan 483, to Dr. B. F. Boyce, 
at $100, was reconsidered,‘finally pass' 
cd and adopted,
By-Law No. 378, to purchase a por 
tion of Parcel "A", Block S,‘ R., P. 
362, at $100, from Dr. B. F. Boyce, 
for the purpose of straightening out 
Roanoke Avenue, was introduced and 
given three readings.
It was decided to advertise the fact 
that October 19th will be the last day 
upon Ayliich taxes may be paid with­
out addition of. the IS per cent penalty 
A formal resolution was put through, 
authorizing payment to the Kelowna 
Hospital Society' of tfic proceeds of 
the $18,000 issue of debentures for
House of 6 rooms, with bath; house 
is not quite finished. Over 1 aero of 
good garden land; close in and in
K SS .......$ 2 , 6 0 0 -'“
On good terms.
House consisting of living foom, 
dining room, 2 ■ bedrooms, kitchcRi 
and bathroom. Largo loh close in 
•nd to good tocliw . $ 2 , 5 5 0 "
On reasonable terms,
acres A1 black loaim. 12,acres in 
bearing orchard, balance of land in 
hay, and cultivatioh. House of 5 




Insuranco of All Kinds
E .  W . WIliisoii & C o .
EstabUshod 1893
Comer Bernard Ave. and Water St. 
Phone 254
Hospital aid purposes.
The Council adjourned until Monday^ 
October 8th.
THE KELOWNI MOICULIUMl SOCIETY
FallFair
O c to b e r  3r d  arid 4th
ADMISSION PRICES
W EDNESDAY
'To Grounds, adults .... 7 5 c
ditto High School
Pupils —.......... 50c'
ditto Public School 
* Pupils ................ 25c












“ ROD- AND GUNFOR OCTOBER
One of the treats in store for the 
sportsman in *‘Rod and Gun in Caiw- 
da," in the October issue, is a story by 
H C. Duff us on “Bear Hunting up 
Biite Inlet, B. C.,’’ which is vyrnttm m 
a particularly readable manner. Bon- 
nycastle Dale has a good article on the 
“Virginian Deer of Nova Scotia, while 
an interesting account 6T a ten days 
trip in a canoe is contributed by A. 
David Fraser. E. F. Ward has a story 
of a fishing trip in the Rockies, while 
F. V. Williams and Martin Hunter
B B B
We give a 5 per cent, 
discount on all purchases 
of $1.00 or over, made 
over the counter, paid 
for at time of purchase, 
and earned away.
r
Delivery will be made, 
if desired, for a very 
small charge. „
Try us with your cash o 
business. S




Family Bracers Phone 30 _
Quality up to a standard g 
—hot down to a price g
B B B B
As To Being Slim
.Being slim may be a matter 
of pounds; but looking slim is 
a matter of where those pounds 
are placed*
G o s s a r d  
T y p e  C o r s e t r y
as interpreted by our experi-. 
enced corsetieres, will raise or 
flatten a curve, and repropor­
tion your entire figure to an 
appearance of graceful slini- 
ness. ■ ■
And all this is attained with­
out reducing a single pound or 
losing one atom of natural free­
dom.
You’re always comfortable 
in a Gossard.
$ 2 .5 0 , $ 3 .7 5 , $ 4 .5 0  
$ 5 .0 0 , $ 5 .5 0 , $6.00 
$ 7.5 0
7 prices, the same all over the
' American'continent.
i
T h e  B u s y
c a n  have greater comfort by wearing a
G O S S A R D  B f l A S S I E R E
It does away with that feeling of
looseness above the waist line and 
permits one to stoop and reach and> 
bend with unrestrained freedom.
Gossard Brassieres fit faultlessly. 
The constant wearing of a Gossard 
Brassiere especially designed for 
your figure will help preserve your 
youthful appearance and guard you 
against the settled lines of maturity.
• COME AND SEE THEM 
In this store you will find ari^un- 
usually comprehensive stock of Gos­
sard Brassieres and you will be 
served by a specially informed sales­
woman who is'capable of helping 
you to a wise selection.
WOMEN’S FALL AND W IN TER 
UNDERWEAR
Line 209 is a wool and cotton mixture. 
In Vests we have full, dress, • low 
neck, no sleeves, lovî  neck, short 
sleeves and low neck,, long sleeves.
Prices ....... . $1,75, $2.00, $2.25
Line 273 is an all wool garment and 
comes in the four different styles.
Prices ......... . $3.00 and $3.50
Line 18 and 19 is a good heavy cot­
ton Vest, cumfy cut, size^Y34 to 42..
Prices .............. 8Sc and $1.25
A lovely range pf Watson’s pure wool 
Bloomers, sizes 36, 38 and 40; colors 
navy, white, rose, cadet, mauve, sky, 
and pink. , ■ _
Prices .......... $2.50, $2.75 and- $3.00
Jaeger pure wool Bloomers in a very 
fine knit, trimmed with satin ribbon, 
sizes small, medium and large.
A garment  ................ $3.75
Line 209 in Combinations, full dress, 
knee length, bound with silk braid 
and silk straps. • 7 K
Line 219 in Combics, low neck, no
sleeves and knee length. $ 3 .0 0
Heavier quality, same <PO f 7 t C
styles, at ..*........ .........
All Wool,-same styles, $4.50 & $4.75 
Women’s . Bloomers in heavy cotton 
knit, pink and white. ^
Prices ........ $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, .$2.25
T h om as L aw son
Phone 215 Kelowna P C. Box 208
